
7. CONDUCTING AN AUDIT

a. Initial Considerations

n Acceptance &continuance: 
the assessment of 
engagement risk.

n Declaration of 
 indebtness: written 

confirmation.
n Internal assignments in 

banks by statutory auditors: 
not to undertake statutory 
audit assignment.  

n Communication with 
previous auditor.

n Establish the engagement 
team.

b. Understanding

n Understanding the Bank and 
its environment including 
internal controls.

n Understanding bank’s 
accounting process.

n Understanding the risk 
management process.

n In order to identify and 
assess risk and to  
develop an audit plan.

c. Risk Assessment

n Identifying and 
assessing the risk of 
material misstatement 
(SA 315).

n Assess the Risk of 
fraud including money 
laundering SA 240.

n Assess specific Risks.
n Assess risk associated 

with outsourcing of 
activities.

d. Execution

n Engagement team 
discussion  
(SA 240).

n Response to the 
assessed risk (SA 330).

n Establish the overall 
audit strategy  
(SA 300) and audit 
planning memorandum.

n Determine audit 
materiality  
(SA 320).

n Consider going concern 
(SA 570).

n Independent auditors report.
n Long Form Audit Report (LFAR).
n Report any other matters to bank, 

regulator or Govt.
n Special considerations in IT  

environment Like
 I.  Verify access controls.
 II.  Verify segregation of  

 duties.
 III.  Verify changes made are   

 authenticated.
 IV.  Verify backup procedures etc.

n Stress Testing Framework –
(Update-2021)

(i)  All commercial bank (excluding 
RRBs & LABs) shall put place a board 
approved stress testing framework 

(ii)  Stress tests are designed to 
understand whether a bank has 
enough capital to survive plausible 
adverse economic conditions and to 
maintain enough buffer to stay afloat 
under extreme scenarios.

9 INTERNAL CONTROL IN CERTAIN SELECTED AREAS 

Bank required to implement & maintain internal control system to:
n Mitigate risks.  n Maintain good governance.       n Meet regulatory requirements.

n Staff/officers of a bank should be 
shifted from one to another position 

frequently without prior notice.
n Work of one to be always checked by 

another.
n Arithmetical accuracy of the books should be 

proved independently every day.
n All bank forms should be kept in possession 

of an officer and another responsible person 

to verify occasionally.
n Signature book and telegraphic code book be 

kept with responsible person.
n Surprise inspection of head office and 

branches should be at periodic interval by 
internal audit department and irregularities 
should be rectified properly.

n Powers of different officer grades should be 
clearly defined.

Where teller system is prevalent:
n Place limit on power of teller to make 

payment.
n All vouchers relating to account of 

customers, should first be sent to them & 

entered by them in ledger cards.
n Total payment by teller and cash column of 

voucher summary sheet should reconcile 
every day.

n There should be frequent rotation of teller.

n Kept in joint custody of two responsible 
officer.

n  In addition to normal checking, it should be test 
checked daily and counted in full by responsible 
person unconnected with cash department.

n Actual figures should agree with balance shown 
by day book every day.

n Cashier should have no access to customer’s 

ledger account and day book.
n Counterfoil cash receipt vouchers should be 

signed by an officer in cash department & 
receiving cashier.

n Payments only after vouchers have been passed by 
proper officer.

n Receipt/payment scrolls/totals compare with 
daybook cash column.

 I. Cheque received by bank 
in clearing  be checked with list 
accompanying them. Independent 
list should be prepared for cheques 
debited and those returned unpaid.

II. Total number & 
amount of cheques 
sent out must agree 
with total of clearing 
pay-in-slip.

III. Unpaid cheques 
received back in 
return clearing 
should be checked in 
same manners. 

a.
General

c.  
Where 
teller 

system is 
prevalent

b.
Cash

d. 
Clearings

8. AUDITOR’S REPORT
a. In case of nationalised banks, the auditor is required to make 

report to CG

n Whether in the auditors’ opinion, the balance sheet is a full 
and fair, containing all the necessary particulars and is properly 
drawn up to exhibit true & fair view of the affairs of the bank.

n In case the auditor had called for any explanation or information, 
have been given and is satisfactory?

n Whether or not the transactions of the bank within the powers of 
that bank.

n Whether or not returns received from offices & branches – 
adequate for audit?

n Whether P&L shows true balance of profit or loss for the period.
n Any other matter.

b. Format of Audit 
Report

SA 700.
SA 705.
SA 710.

SA 720 applies.
(+)

Matters
covered under
Section 143 of

the
Companies
Act,2013.

c. LFAR

n The Long Form 
Audit Report has 
to be furnished 
by the auditor of 
a bank in addition 
to the audit report 
by 30th June as 
per the statutory 
requirement.

n The matters of 
which have been 
specified by RBI

d. Reporting to RBI

n Details regarding 
liability of 
accounting and 
auditing profession 
including the 
professional conduct 
non-disclosure of 
client relationship 
and need to report 
fraud.

n Consider compliance 
with SAs.

Q.3A You are auditing a small bank branch with staff strength of the manager, cashier and three other staff Peter, Prem and Pran. Among allocation of work for other areas, Peter who is a peon also opens all the mail and forwards it to the concerned person. He does not have 
a signature book so as to check the signatures on important communications. Prem has possession of all bank forms (e.g. Cheque books, demand draft/pay order books, travelers’ cheques, foreign currency cards etc.). He maintains a record meticulously which you have test 
checked also. However, no one among staff regularly checks that. You are informed that being a small branch with shortage of manpower, it is not possible to always check the work and records. Give your comments (RTP-M-21)Hint: See Point ‘9(a)’

AUDIT OF BANKS

e. Reporting
(Update-2021)Basel III framework    

 i  Basel III norms relate to the Capital 
Adequacy requirement compliance 
which the Bank has to achieve as 
contained in the BASEL III accord. 

ii  Basel capital adequacy norms 
are meant for the protection of 
depositors and shareholders. 

iii  Basel III accord strengthens the 
regulation, supervision and risk 
management of the banking sector. 

iv It is global regulatory standard on 
capital adequacy of banks, stress 
testing as well as market liquidity 
risk. The Basel III accord, aims at: 
(a)  improving the banking sector's  

ability to absorb shocks 
arising  from financial and 
economic stress, irrespective 
of reasons thereof; 

(b)  improving risk management 
and governance practices; and 

(c)  strengthening banks' 
transparency and disclosure 
standards.
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AUDIT OF INSURANCE COMPANIES
BACKDROPA

INTRODUCTION

FORM AND CONTENTS OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

1

4

n Insurance is a contract between two parties where by one agrees to 
undertake the risk of another in exchange for consideration known as 
premium and promises to pay a fixed sum of money to the other party 
on happening of an uncertain event or after expiry of certain period or 
to indemnify the other party on happening of an uncertain event.

n The party bearing risk is known as ‘insurer’ or ‘assurer’ and the party 
whose risk is covered is known as ‘insured’ or ‘assured’.

n

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN LIFE INSURANCE 
AND GENERAL INSURANCE: -2

Life Insurance General  
Insurance

Term may be  
fixed or variable.

Term is fixed  
(usually 1 year).

Pay-outs are certain either as 
claims or maturity benefits.

Pay-outs are uncertain 
as claims may or may 

not arise.

Multi-purpose  
(e.g. Investment, tax benefits,  

insurance.)

Solely for the  
insurance.

LEGAL FRAMEWORK

DEFINITION: -

PROHIBITION OF INSURANCE 
BUSINESS BY CERTAIN PERSONS: -

3
I. The primary legislations which deals with the insurance business in India are the -

(Update-2021)
Section 64 (VB) of The Insurance Act : -  No risk to be 
assumed unless premium is received in advance-
(1)  No insurer shall assume any risk in India in respect 

of any insurance business on which premium is 
not ordinarily payable outside India unless and 
until the premium payable is received by him or is 
guaranteed to be paid by such person, is made in 
advance in the prescribed manner                                                                                                                                          

(2)  In the case of risks for which premium can be 
ascertained in advance, the risk may be assumed 
not earlier than the date on which the premium 
has been paid in cash or by cheque to the insurer

Third proviso to section 2c (1) of 
Insurance Act, 1938 prohibits person 
other than an Indian insurance 
company to begin to transact the 
insurance business after the 
commencement of the IRDA Act, 1999.

ii iii ivi

Every insurer, in respect of insurance business transacted and in respect of shareholder’s
funds is required to prepare –

Balance 
sheet.

Profit and  
loss account.

A separate a/c of Receipts 
and Payments.

i ii iii

 A Revenue 
Account.

For each year in accordance with the regulations as may be specified.

The authorities have issued regulations for the preparation of the FS & auditor’s report
of companies containing 3 schedules –

Schedule - A 
is applicable to companies 
carrying on life insurance 

business.

Schedule - B 
is applicable to companies 

carrying on general  
insurance business.

Schedule - C  
matters to be dealt with by 
the auditor’s report of an 

insurance company.

REGISTRATION AND  
REQUIREMENT AS TO  

MINIMUM PAID-UP CAPITAL: -
(Update-2021)

a. The Insurance  
Act, 1938 as amended 
by the Insurance Laws 

(amendment) Act, 
2015 (including  
Insurance Rules, 

1939).

b. The IRDA 
Act, 1999 as 
amended by  

Insurance Laws  
(amendment)  

Act, 2015.

e. IRDA  
Investment  

Regulations, 2013 
(as amended  
from time to  

time).

c. The Insurance  
Regulatory &  
Development  

Authority Regulations 
framed under the  
IRDA Regulations, 

1999.

d. The  
Companies 
Act, 2013.

Insurer: Section 2(9) of the  
Insurance Act, 1938 defines 
the term ‘Insurer’ as:
a. An Indian Insurance  

company or
b. A statutory body  

established by an Act of 
parliament to carry on 
insurance business, or

c.  An Insurance Co-operative 
Society, or

d. A Foreign Company 
engaged in re-insurance 
business through a branch 
established in India.

Policy Holder 

Section 2(2) of the Insurance 
Act, 1938 defines the term 
policy holder as a person to 
whom the whole of the  
interest of the policy holder 
in the policy is assigned 
once and for all, but does not 
include an assignee thereof 
whose interest in the policy is 
defensible or is for the time 
being subject to any condition.

i   Section 3 of the Insurance Act, 
1938 requires every insurer to 
obtain a certificate of registration 
before commencement of insurance 
business in India.      

ii  The minimum paid-up equity 
shares capital of an Indian insurance 
company carrying on insurance 
business should be ` 100 crores 
excluding preliminary expenses. 

iii  Insurance companies are required 
to maintain a minimum solvency 
ratio of 150%.   

iv  Solvency Ratio is the excess 
of assets over liabilities of an 
Insurance Company

TYPES OF INSURANCE CONTRACTS

(i) Indemnity contract: - Is a reimbursement of the 
actual loss incurred by the insured. Generally non-life 
insurance contracts are reimbursement contracts. 
Examples are loss by fire or repair cost of a motor 
vehicle. The actual cost/value of loss incurred is  
reimbursed/indemnified to the policyholder.

(ii) Benefit contract: - It is not 
an actual re-imbursement of 
the cost/value of loss incurred 
but is a lumpsum amount which 
can be construed to be equal to 
the cost/value of loss incurred.

Insurance contracts are of two types i.e. indemnity and benefit.

(Update-2021)

Indian Insurance company

An Indian Insurance company includes a company 
“in which the aggregate holdings of equity shares by 
foreign investors, including portfolio investors, do not 
exceed 49 % of the paid-up equity capital of such In-
dian insurance company, which is Indian owned and 
controlled, in such manner as may be prescribed”.                                                                                                                 
Amendment to the Insurance Act also stipulates 
about foreign companies in India, a foreign insur-
ance company can engage in reinsurance through a 
branch established in India. The term “re-insurance” 
means the “insurance of part of one insurer's risk by 
another insurer who accepts the risk for a mutually 
acceptable premium”.

Q.1 “In an audit of an insurance company, the Receipts and Payments Account is also 
subjected to audit”. Comment on this statement in brief.- Hint: See ‘B-3’ 

Q.1A  R.O.K. & Co. and TNK & Co. were appointed as the joint statutory auditors at the AGM of Auspic General Insurance Co. Ltd. part from the aforesaid audit, R.O.K. & Co. is also being appointed as a joint 
statutory auditor of one another General Insurance Company and TNK & Co. is appointed as a joint statutory auditor of Life Insurance Company. How many further audits can be accepted by R.O.K. & Co. 
and TNK & Co., respectively, of either general or life insurance companies?- (MTP-M-21)Hint: See ‘B-2’
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n “Lapse” is the discontinuance if the policy owing to 
non-payment of premium dues.

n  If payment is missed, the insurer allows period of 
15/30 days from the premium due date for making 
the payment, this period is termed as grace period.

n   If policy holder does not make the payment within 
the grace period, the policy gets “lapsed”.

Revival: - The T&C of the policy stipulate that where the 
premium is not paid within the grace period, the policy 
get lapsed but it may be revived during the life time of 
the policy assured (Some insurers do not allow  
revival, if the policy has remained in lapse condition for 
more than 5 years).

Role of Auditor
n  To check and confirm the due dates are recorded 

and monitored properly and policies are marked as 
“Lapsed” on non-receipt of renewal premium within 
due dates/grace period.

n  In case of revival request, whether adequate checks 
are in place for receipt of outstanding amounts and 
adequate documents are obtained before reviving 
the policy.

n Voluntary termination of the insurance 
contract before the expiry of the term of the 
contract.

n The process is initiated by the policy holder.
n Policy becomes eligible for surrender 

on completion of 3 years from the 
commencement of the policy.

n The policy can be surrendered only when 
the insured person is alive.

n Surrender is allowed where premium have 
been paid within due dates.

Role of Auditor
n The primary objective of the audit is to 

check and confirm that surrender requests 
are received from policy holder only.

n Adequate controls in place for proper 
verification process for checking request.

n Whether premiums are paid on regular 
basis.

n Check surrender amount is paid only to the 
policy holder and as per T&C mentioned in 
the policy document.

n Premium Accounting refers to 
recognising the premium earned 
by the insurer as income in the 
accounting system.

n When the new policy is issued 
by the insure, new business 
premium is recognised on the 
realisation of premium.

n Renewal income is recognised 
on realisation of the premium

Or 
When premium is due but not 
received up to the end of grace 
period.
n Auditor to evaluate various 

sub-process, employed by 
the insurance companies in 
accounting of premium like –
- Collection of premium.
- Booking of premium.
- Banking, accounting,  
reconciliation of premium.

Illustrative Points in Audit of Accounting of Premiums: - (Update-2021)
1. Collection of premium –
n The premium collections are credited to separate bank a/c and no withdrawals 

are normally permitted from that a/c  for meeting general expenditure.     
n Check whether there is daily reconciliation process to reconcile the amounts 

collected, entered into the system and deposited into the bank.
n Check that there is appropriate mechanism to ensure all the collections are 

deposited into the bank on timely basis.
2. Calculation of premium: -
n Check whether accounting system employed by the company, calculates  

premium amount and its respective due date correctly.
n Check that system employed as such is equipped to calculate all types of  

premium modes correctly.
3. Recognition of Income: -
n Check that premium is recognised only on the basis of issued policies and not on 

underwriting dates.
n Check that there is in built mechanism that all premium collected are correctly 

allocated to all various components of the policies.
4. Accounting of ‘Advance Premium’: -
n Check whether system has capability to identify regular and advanced premium.
n Check whether there is a process of applying advance premium to a contract 

when premium is due.
5. Check the methodology, procedure for reporting of premium figures to IRDA/

Management.

D

a

e g

b c d

AREAS PECULIAR TO LIFE INSURANCE BUSINESS AND ROLE OF AUDITOR

The job of actuary or actuarial department in LIC 
involves, detailed analysis of data quantify risk.

Role of Auditor
n To certify, whether the actuarial valuation is duly 

certified by the appointed actuary.
n Assumptions for such valuation are appropriate.
n Discuss with the actuaries with respect to process 

followed and assumptions made by him before 
certifying the policy liabilities.

The function of the underwriter is to acquire or to 
“write” business that will bring money to the insur-
ance company, and to protect the company’s business 
from risks that they feel will make a loss.

Role of Auditor
n Review the process of acceptance of risk through 

underwriting process.
n Evaluate and test the effectiveness of internal 

controls to ensure timely and accurate insurance 
policy.

Reinsurance is a risk mitigating tool 
adopted by insurer  
whereby the risk underwritten by one 
insurer is transferred partially to another 
insurer.

Role of Auditor
To check and confirm that reinsurance 
premium calculation and payment is 
in accordance with the agreement with 
reinsurer.

Aucturial Process 

Policy Lapse and Revival f Policy Surrender Premium Collection, Accounting and Reconciliation

Underwriting Reinsurance Free Look Cancellation (FLC)

Policy holder can cancel policy within 15 days from the date of receipt of the 
policy document after review of the T&C. FLC refund is calculated as follows –
FLC premium paid - xxx
Less: Proportionate Risk Premium - (xx)
Less: Medical Charges by Insurer - (xx)
Less: Stamp Duty charges - (xx)
Refund                                                              - xxx

Role of Auditor
The primary objective of the audit is to check and confirm that FLC requests are  
received within 15 days from receipt of policy document by the policy holder,  
verification of signature of the policy holder.

AUDIT OF INSURANCE COMPANIES

Q.3 Auditors should evaluate various sub-processes, employed by the Insurance Companies in accounting of premiums like collection of premium from the policy  
holders, booking of premium, banking, accounting and reconciliation of the same. In view of above, you are required to briefly discuss some illustrative points, auditors are required to 
follow during the Audit of Accounting of Premiums in case of Life Insurance Companies. (SM-21) (RTP-N-18) Hint: See point ‘D-g'

Q.4 Briefly explain the term policy lapse and revival in case of Life Insurance Company and role 
of auditor in verifying the same. (SM-21)(RTP-N-18) Hint: See point ‘D-e’
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h Claims

Checking the accuracy of processing and accounting of claims lodged with the insurer, is the primary objective of Audit of LIC.
Claims review primarily ensures focus on the following areas: 
n Claims lodgement and processing.
n Authority matrix for approval of claims.
n Review of pay outs and disbursements.
n Review of compliance to applicable IRDA regulations, relevant section of Insurance Act, 1938, and the Prevention of Money Laundering Act, 2002.
n Review of reinsurance recovery process.

AREAS PECULIAR TO LIFE INSURANCE BUSINESS AND ROLE OF AUDITOR

Certain illustrative points, Auditors are required to follow during the audit of claims: -
n Review the standard policy document template claims.
n Ensure that the insurer maintains a register or record of claims.
n In case the claims are rejected, the reasons for the rejections should be closely reviewed.
n Check whether all claims received are registered and enter into the system.
n Ensure that there is system of collecting appropriate KYC documents.
n Ensure that all the processed claims are accounted in the system properly.

i Investments

n The investment portfolio of life insurance companies comprises of shareholders fund and 
policy holder’s funds.

n Policy holder’s fund can further be segregated as linked and non-linked.
n Investment regulations are however prescribed separately for the following categories: -

n IRDA (Investment) regulations, 2000 gives details of the pattern in which funds of the life 
insurance business should be kept invested at any given point of time.

Role of Auditor
n Review the investment management structure to ensure adequate segregation of duties 

between investment front office, mid office and back office.
n Review of insurer’s standard operating procedures (SOP) prescribed by IRDA regulations.
n Review of insurer’s investment policy.
n Review of functioning and scope and minutes of investment committee.
n Compliance of all investment regulations and circulars specified by IRDA.
n Review of insurer’s disaster recovery, back up and contingency plan.
n Review of access controls, authorisation process for orders and deal execution.
n Review of cash management system to track funds.
n Review of fund wise reconciliation with investment account, bank, and custodian records.
n Review of investment accounting and valuation policy and the controls around  

those processes.

j Operating Expenses related 
to Insurance Business

Linked Funds
Pension and  

Annuity Funds Controlled Funds

AUDIT OF INSURANCE COMPANIES

Q.5 ABC & Co., Chartered Accountants are the Auditors of Just Care Life  
Insurance Company Limited. Enumerate the steps to be taken by the auditor 
while verifying the “Investment”. (SM-21) Hint: See point ‘D-i’

Q.6 Auditor’s considerations while reviewing 
of Investment Department of Life Insurance 
Company. (RTP N-19) Hint: See point ‘D-i’ 

Q.6A As an auditor of Life Insurance Company, 
how will you verify the ‘Commission Payable’ to 
its Agents? (SM-21)Hint: See point ‘D-j’ 

Q.5A Write short note on: Auditor’s considerations 
while reviewing of Investment Department of Life  
Insurance Company. (RTP-N-19) Hint: See point ‘D-i’

Commission payable to Agent : Insurance 
business is generally solicited by the  
Insurance agents. The remuneration 
of agent is paid by way of commission 
which is calculated by applying percent-
age to premium collected by him.

(Update-2021)

k Commission payable to Agent

Role of Auditor: 
The Auditor during his review of Commis-
sion paid to Agents should mainly consider 
the  
following:
(i)  Review the system established by the 

Insurer with respect to calculation of 
commission to eligible agents  
accurately and processing the same  
in timely manner.

(ii)  Review the commission payment 
system is in sync with the premium 
collection system.  

(iii)  Check whether commission paid is 
within the limit prescribed under 
Insurance Ac.

(iv)  Check whether commission is  
clawed-back on the cancelled 
policies.

(v)  Check the completeness of 
commission processing system.

n All the administrative expenses in 
an insurance company are broadly 
classified under 14 heads as 
mentioned in  
Schedule-III forming part of FS 
given under schedule A to the IRDA 
regulations, 2002.

n Any other expenses are required to 
be disclosed under the head ‘others’.

n Any major expenses (` 5 lakhs or 
in excess of 1% of net premium, 
whichever is higher) are required to 
be shown separately.

Role of Auditor
n The auditor should ensure that these 

expenses are first aggregated and 
then apportioned to the revenue 
a/c of each class of business on a 
reasonable and equitable basis.

n The accounting policy should clearly 
indicate the basis of appointment 
along with the certificated that all 
expenses of management, have 
been fully debited to the respective 
revenue account as expenses.
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1. Claims provision: (Update-2021)
I.  Obtain from division/branches, the information for 

each class of business, categorising the claims value-
wise.

II.  Satisfy himself –
n Provision has been made for all unsettled claims.
n Calculation of IBNR & IBNER is done by the 

Appointed Actuary of the insurance company 
based on probability weighted estimations and 
statistical models approved by the Actuarial 
Standards.

n Provision has been made for only such claims for 
which company is legally liable.

n Provision is not in excess of the amount insured.
n Events after the balance sheet date have been 

considered.
n The ‘average clause’ has been applied in case of 

under insurance by parties.
n In case of co-insurance arrangements, the 

company has made provision only in respect of its 
own share of anticipated liability.

n Whether unduly long time has been elapsed 
after the filing of the claim and no litigation or 
arbitration dispute is involved – the reasons for 
carrying the provision have been ascertained.

n Wherever legal advice has been sought or the 
claims are under litigation the provision is made 
as per legal adviser’s view and differences.

n That the claims are provided for net of estimated 
salvage.

n Intimation of losses received within a reasonable 
time and reasons for under delay in intimation are 
looked into.

2. Claims Paid: (Update-2021)
Examine –
n In case of co-insurance arrangements, claims have 

booked only in respect of company’s share.
n That claims are not paid if the premiums are not 

received as per Section 64 (VB) of the Insurance Act.
n In case of claims paid on the basis of advises from other 

insurance companies whether share of premium was 
also received by the company.

n Payments have been duly sanctioned by the authority 
concerned.

n That the salvage recovered has been duly accounted.
n That the amounts of the nature of pure advances/

deposits with courts in matters under litigation/
arbitration have not been treated as claims paid but are 
held as assets.

n Payment against claims partially settled has been duly 
vouched.

n In case of final settlement of claims, the claimant has 
given an unqualified discharge or not.

n The payment has been made within 30 days of the 
receipt of the last document received if delays, interest 
on such delays paid as per IRDAI regulations.

n That necessary claims have been made to the  
re-insurer for all such claims paid. In certain facultative 
re-insurance arrangements, prior approval of the  
re-insurer has been obtained before the claim has been 
paid.

n Look into internal 
controls for collection and 

recording of the premiums.
n Review system used to collect 

money underwrites and issue the 
policy.Insurance companies use varied 

and complex IT systems for risk 
assessment etc. it is essential for 

the auditor to understand the 
overall system architecture .
n Ensure that all cover notes 

are serially numbered.
n Ensure adequate internal 

check for issue of cover 
notes.
n Apply sampling 

techniques for verification 
of large volume 
transactions.
n Verify that policy 
document not issued in 
case –
- Premium had not been 
collected.
- Cheques have been dis-
honoured.
- Non-collection due to 
increase in risk cover.
- Instalment not   

collected in time.
n The auditor should 

examine whether the 
reinsurance company is not 

under a risk in respect of amount 
lying at credit and outstanding as at 

the year-end for following –
I. Premium deposit a/c.

II. Premium received in advance 
account.

III. Inspectors deposit a/c.
IV. Agents’ premium a/c.

n 

Verify 
collections lodged 
by agents after the 
balance sheet date to see 
whether any collection pertains 
to risk commencing to year under 
audit.
n In case of co-insurance business, 

auditor should see that the company’s 
have of the premium has been 

accounted for on the basis of 
available information.
n Check premium registers 

maintained chronologically.
n Verify instalment falling 

due on or before the balance 
sheet date, received or not 

and accounted as premium 
income for the year.
n In case of cancellation 
of policies/cover notes 
issued, no risk has been 
assumed between the date 
of issue and subsequent 
cancellation thereof.
n In case of premium 
refunded verify agency 

commission paid on 
such premium has been 

recorded.
n Whether GST has been 

charged from the insured.
n Whether money collected 

by the agents from the policy 
holder have been received by the 
company as quickly as possible.

n The auditor should also check 
whether the bank guarantees 
against which policies are issued 

are valid and there is a tracking 
mechanism of the amounts 

of policies issued against 
the guarantees.

n Ensure commission/
brokerage is not 

paid in excess of 
limits specified 

by IRDA.
n Ensure 

commission/
brokerage is 
paid as per 
rates filed 
with IRDAI.

n Ensure 
payment made 

to agent who 
solicited the 

business.
n Agent/broker not 

black listed by 
IRDAI.

n Vouch 
disbursement 
entries with 

reference to the 
disbursement 

vouchers.
n Check 

vouchers are 
authorised by 
officer  
in-charge.

n Test check 
correctness 

of commission 
allowed.

n Check whether 
commission 

outgo for the period 
under audit been 
duly accounted.

E
AUDIT 

PROCEDURES IN 
THE AUDIT OF 

GIC
PART-1

a

b
c

c

Commission/
brokerage

Premium
Claims

Claims

Q.7 While auditing Suryakiran Insurance Ltd. as on 31st March, 2015, you observed that there is one policy which has been issued on 25th March, 2015 towards fire risk favouring one of the leading corporate houses in the country without the actual receipt of premium 
and it was reflected as premium receivable. It is the usual practice maintained by the company in respect of big customers that they would issue the policy before receiving the premium. The premium money was collected on 5th of April 2015. It is further noticed 
that there was a fire accident in the premises of insured on 31st March, 2015 and a claim was lodged. The insurance company also provided for the same. How would you respond? (M-19-New)(M-16)- Hint: See point ‘E-(b) & (c)’

Q.6B You are the Auditor of Good Luck General Insurance Company. You want to ensure that 
exists good system that effectively serves the requirements of true and fair accounting of 
claim-related expenses and liabilities. Suggest how this can be ensured. (SM-21)(M-18-New) 
Hint: See point ‘E (c-1)’

AUDIT OF INSURANCE COMPANIES

Registers and Records

May be based on:
• Premium receipting & 

issuance of policies based on 
Underwriting done

• Claims module
• Agency management module
• Accounts module
• Investment module
• Reinsurance module

Functions of accounting system 
in general insurance business 
under IT environment 

The following register and records are generally prepared in 
respect of claims: 
(i)  Claims Intimation Register; 
(ii)  Claims Paid Register; 
(iii)  Claims Disbursement Bank Book; 
(iv)  Claims Dockets, normally containing the following records: 

Claim intimation, claim form, particulars of policy, survey 
report, Photograph showing damage, repairer’s bills, letter 
of subrogation, police report, fire service report, claim 
settlement note, claim satisfaction note, salvage report, 
salvage disposal note, claims discharge voucher, etc.; 

(v)  Report of quality assurance team; and 
(vi)  Salvage register. 
(vii)  Reinsurance module

(Up-
date-2021)
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n Survey fees, legal & other 
expenses should form part of 

claim cost.
n The Auditor should ensure that all 
other expenses, not covered under 

claims are to be included under 
legal & professional charges.

n Funds received from 
policy holders are 
invested in securities as 
per investment pattern 
specified by IRDAI.

n Interest income from 
such investments from a 
major part of the income 
of GIC.

n The interest or Dividend 
earned against policy 
holders fund is required 
to be apportioned to the 

Revenue Account.
n Interest earned, against 

shareholders fund rent 
received on let-out of 

properties etc. are required to be 
shown under P&L a/c.

n All the administrative 
expenses in an 

insurance company 
are broadly 

classified under 
13 heads as 
mentioned in 
schedule 4 to the 
IRDA regulations, 
2002.

n Any other 
expenses are 
required to be 

disclosed under 
the head ‘others’.
n Major expenses (` 5 

lakhs or in excess of 1% of 
net premium which ever is 

higher) required to be 
shown separately.

n Expenses 
relating to investment 

dept. brokerage, bank 
charges, transfer fees 

etc. would not 
be included in 

revenue a/c.
n These 

expenses first 
aggregated 
and then 
apportioned to 
revenue a/c of 
each class of 

business.
n The accounting 
policy should 

clearly indicate 
the basis of 

apportionment of 
these expenses to the 
respective revenue 
a/c (i.e. fire, 
marine, misc. 
etc.)

E
AUDIT 

PROCEDURES IN 
THE AUDIT OF 

GIC
PART-2

d

e

f

g
h

i

j

Operating 
expenses: -

Legal & 
Professional 

Charges: -

Interest,  
Dividend 

Rent: -

Underwriting: -
Cash  

and Bank 
Balances: -

Provision for 
Taxation

Investments: -

n The underwriting function, is the 
function of evaluating the risk and 
whether the insurance company should 
accept the risk or not.

n The prime objective of an internal 
control system for underwriting is 
adherence to guidelines for acceptance 
of insurance proper recording of 
insurance risk and its evaluation.

n Physically verify cash 

balance and cheques  

in hand.
n Check the date of 

cheques in hand.

n Apply test check or 

Bank transactions.

n Check BRS.
n Obtain confirmation 

of bank balances.

n Verify TDR issued by 

Banks.
n Subsequent 

Realisation of items 

appearing in BRS.

n  In case of funds in 

transit, he should verify 

that the same are properly 

reflected as part of bank 

balance.

The auditor should check whether  
the provision for taxation has been 
made after taking into account the 

specific provisions applicable to  
insurance companies carrying on 

general insurance business.

k

L

Unexpired 
Risk Reserve 

(URR): -

Outstanding  
Premium & 

Agent’s  
Balances: -

n Objective of auditor to satisfy himself as to 
existence and valuation of investments.

n Examine compliance with statutory and 
regulatory requirements.

n Verify the investment scrips from the 
custodian statement, D-MAT a/c.

n Take particular case to case genuine 
investments are produced before him.

n Report whether adequate records are 
maintained by the branch for securities 
held by it on behalf of HO.

n Investments should not normally be held 
by any other person. If held by any other 
person on behalf of insurance company, 
obtain certificates from him.

n Check whether portfolio contains 
any securities whose maturity date is 
already expired. If material then obtain 
explanation from management.

n Consider whether any provision for loss on 
this account is required.

n The auditor should examine whether the 
method of accounting for investments 
including year-end valuation is 
appropriate.

n A change in method of valuation of 
investment constitutes change in 
accounting policy and adequate disclosure 
has been made of the fact.

Since the insurer close their accounts on a particular 
date, not all risks under policies expire on that date.
There are two methods of creating this reserve: -

a.  One is based on the proportionate number of days 
of risk remaining to risk expired which is called 
1/365 method.

b.  Taking a URR directly on 50% of the premium 
amount.

c.  According to IT Rule the insurance company is  
allowed a deduction of 50% of net premium in  
respect of fire & misc. business and 100% in  
respect of marine business.

(Update-2021)
I.  Inquire reasons for long outstanding credit balances 

in outstanding premium a/c's and examine the 
reasons .

II.  Scrutinise and review control account debit balance  
& their nature.

III.  Examine inoperative balances and treatment given 
for old balances with reference to company rules.

IV.  Enquire into the reasons for retaining old balances.
V.  Verify old debit balances which may require  

provision or adjustment.
VI.  Check age-wise, sector-wise analysis of outstanding 

premium.
VII.  Verify whether outstanding premiums have since 

been collected.
VII.  Check the availability of adequate bank guarantee 

or premium deposit for outstanding premium.

Q.8  AX Insurance Limited has made a provision of 75% of net premium in case of marine hull 
insurance and 50% in case of marine cargo and miscellaneous business of net premium for 
unexpired risks reserve in its books. Comment. (N-15)(N-19-Old)- Hint: See point ‘E-(k)’

Q.9  M/s ABC & Co., a CA firm was appointed as the auditor of ‘Always Safe General Insurance Ltd.’ Advise them how they will verify outstanding premium and agent’s balances. (M-14)(N-04)-
 Hint: See point ‘E-(l)’
Q.10  State the audit procedures for verification of outstanding premium and agents’ balances of General Insurance companies.(SM-21)(N-11)(N-10)(N-08)- Hint: See point ‘E-(l)’

AUDIT OF INSURANCE COMPANIES

Advertisement, Sales Promotion, Marketing expenses are a major component of 
Operating expenses of an Insurance company and comprise of costs incurred to 
promote the Company, a specific product or general awareness about Insurance.

(Update-2021)

m Advertisement, Sales Promotion, 
Marketing expenses

(Update-2021)
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RISK ASSESSMENT AND INTERNAL CONTROL (I/C)

1 Risk Assesment

i
ii
iii
iv

Identification of Risks
Audit Risk Components
Steps for Risk Identification
Possible potential misstatements 
- Indicators

2 Internal Control System

i
ii
iii
iv
v

Nature, Scope, Objectives and 
Structure

Definition of I/C

Scope of I/C

Objective of I/C

Component of I/C
Policy & Procedure of I/C

Reporting to clients on  
internal control Weaknesses

Audit Programme of  
Movie Theatre Complex

8

11

i

i

ii

ii

iii

iii

iv

iv

v

v
vi
vii

ERM
Segregation of job responsibilities
Job rotation
Delegation of financial power
IT based controls

i

ii

Preliminary assessment 
of control risk

Relationship between the assess-
ment of internal and control risk 

4 Reviews of the system of 
internal control

5 Methods of Recording

i
ii
iii
iv

Narrative record 

Check list 

Questionnaire
Flow chart 

Internal Control  
Assessment  & Evaluation7

Internal Control and  
Risk Assessment 6

Printing of tickets
Ticket sales
Daily cash reconciliation
Daily banking

Entrance ticket 
Advance booking
Surprise checks

Control System over Selling  
and Collection of Tickets10

3
i
ii
iii
iv

v

Control environment
Entity’s risk assessment process

Control activities

Monitoring of controls

Information system  
communication

Components of Internal 
Controls 

9 Risk Based Audit (RBA)

i
ii
iii

Risk Assessment

Risk Response
Reporting

Concept of RBA

Risk that substantive 
procedures performed 

by auditor fails to detect 
material misstatement

Susceptibility of an  A/C balance or class of 
transaction, to material misstatement 

assuming that there are no I/C 

Risk that material misstatements, will not 
be prevented, or detected or corrected on a 
timely basis by the internal control system

IR CR

ROMM DR

Risk Assesment

Audit Risk  (AR): Risk that 
the auditor gives an  
inappropriate audit opinion 
when the financial statement 
are materially misstated

(i) Identification of Risks

AR is a function of the 
risks of MM and DR 

[1] 
AR = ROMM X DR

[2] 
ROMM = IR X CR

hence from 1 & 2 
[AR = IR X CR X DR]

(ii) Audit Risk Components

ROMM may be defined as : the risk that the F/S are materially misstated prior to audit.

Analysis 
 In terms of percentage, about 40% of  
purchases were made without valid 
purchase orders and also few purchase 
orders were validated after the actual 
purchase. Also there was no reconcili-
ation between the goods received and 
the goods ordered.

Illustration 1

(Update-2021)i

ii
iii iv

v

vi

Background 
During the process of  
extracting the exception  
reports, the auditors noted 
numerous purchase entries 
without valid purchase  
orders.

Assertions 
Validity of 
purchases

Pervasive/Account  
Balance Level  
Account Balance level

Account 
Balance(s)  
affected  
(i) Purchases,  
(ii) Account  
Payable

Audit Procedures
The following procedures may address the 
validity of the account balance: 
•  Make a selection of the purchases, re-

view correspondence with the vendors,  
purchase requisitions (internal docu-
ment) and reconciliations of their 
accounts. 

•  Review Vendor listing along with the 
ageing details. Follow up the material 
amounts paid before the normal credit 
period and analyse the reasons for 
exceptions. 

•  Meet with the company's Purchase 
officer and obtain responses to our 
inquiries regarding the purchases made 
without purchase orders. 

•  Discuss the summary of such issues 
with the client.

Completeness:  
• Transactions not identified. 
• Source documents not prepared. 
• Source documents not captured.
• Rejected source documents not represented

Existence: 
• Fictitious or unauthorised transactions. 
• Source documents overstated. 
• Transactions duplicated on source documents.
• Capture of source documents duplicated.
• Invalid source documents captured on 

subsidiary ledgers.

Recording
• Source documents captured inaccurately.
• Processing of transactions is inaccurate.
• Inaccurate adjustments made

Cut-Off Procedures: 
Transactions that occur in one period are recorded in 
another period.

1

4 Assess the significance of the assessed risk its impact and 
also revise the materiality for the specific a/c balance.

4 Determine the likelihood for assessed risk to occur and 
its impact on our auditing procedure.

4 Document the assertions that are  effected.                                                                                      

4 Consider the impact of the risk on each of the assertions

4 Identify the degree of Significant risks that would require 
separate attention and response by the auditor.

4 Enquire and document the management’s response.

4 Consider the nature of the internal control system in 
place and its possible effectiveness in mitigating the risks 
involved. Ensure the controls :  
c Routine in nature or periodic such as monthly.  
c  Designed to prevent or detect and correct errors. 
c  Manual or automated.

4 Consider any unique characteristics of the risk.

4 Consider the existence of any particular characteristics 
in the class of trans., A/C balance or disc. that need to be 
addressed in designing FAP

4 Examples could include high value inventory, complex 
contractual agreements, etc.

(iii)Steps for Risk Identification
(Update-2021)  (Update-2021)(iv) Possible potential misstatements - Indicators

Q.1 What are the components of an internal 
control framework? (SM-21) Hint :  
See point ‘3’(Brief-5 Points)

Q.1A SA 315, “Identifying and Assessing the Risks of Material Misstatement Through Understanding the 
Entity and Its Environment” categorises the types of assertions used by the auditor to consider the different 
types of potential misstatements that may occur. Briefly explain with example.(SM-21) Hint: See point ‘1’

Q.1B Your engagement team is seeking advice from you as 
engagement partner regarding steps for risk identification. 
Elaborate.(SM-21) Hint : See point ‘1(iii)’

Risk assessment assesses the level of risk in the various business processes. Risk assessment focuses on the business environment,  
regulatory environment, organisation structure, organizational and business environmental changes and specific concerns of management 
and the audit committee to determine the areas of greatest risk.
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RISK ASSESSMENT AND INTERNAL CONTROL (I/C)

(i) Auditor’s objective: -
In a risk-based audit is to obtain 
RA that no MMs whether caused 
by fraud or errors exist in FSs.

(ii) Three key steps:
•  Assessing the ROMM in the FSs
•  Designing & performing FAPs 

that respond to assessed risks & 
reduce the ROMMs in the FSs to 
an acceptably low level; & 

•  Issuing an appropriate audit 
report based on the audit  
findings.

This phase of the audit is to design and perform FAPs that 
respond to the assessed ROMM and will provide the evidence 
necessary to support the audit opinion.
Some of the matters the auditor should consider when planning 
the audit procedures include:

(iii) Three distinct phases:
(a) Risk assessment.
(b) Risk response; and 
(c) Reporting.

The risk assessment phase of the audit involves the following steps:

(i) Acceptance or  
Continuance: - Performing 
client acceptance or  
continuance procedures.

(v) FS Level : - Assessing 
the ROMM in the FSs.

(vi) Assertion Level: -Mak-
ing an informed assessment 
of the ROMM at the FS level 
and at the assertion level.

(ii) Planning: - Planning 
the overall engagement.

(iii) Understanding  
Business: - Performing RAPs 
to understand the business 
and identify IR and CR.

(vii) Significant Risk: - Identifying 
the significant risks that require 
special audit consideration and 
those risks for which substantive 
procedures alone are not sufficient.

(iv) Relevant Controls:  
Identifying relevant IC  
procedures and  
assessing their design 
and implementation.

(viii) Communication: -  
Communicating any  
material weaknessesin the 
design and implementation 
of IC to MGT and TCWG;

(a) Risk AssessmentConcept of RBA

(c) Reporting(b) Risk Response

(i) Audit procedures
Designed to address 
the assessed risks could 
include a mixture of:  
4 Tests of the operational 

effectiveness of  
internal control; and        

4 Substantive procedures 
such as tests of details 
and analytical  
procedures.

(ii) Further audit  
procedures : - 
 The need to perform FAP 
to address the potential 
for management override 
of controls or other fraud 
scenarios.

(iii) Internal Control
Existence of internal control 
that, if tested, could reduce the 
need / scope for other  
substantive procedures.
(iv) Substantive analytical 
procedures(SAP) - 
The potential for SAP that 
would reduce the need/scope 
for other procedures
(v) Significant risks    The need 
to perform specific procedures 
to address “significant risks” 
that have been identified.
(vi) Unpredictability   The need 
to incorporate an element of 
unpredictability in  
procedures performed.

The final phase of the audit is to assess the 
AE obtained and determine whether it is 
S&A to reduce the ROMM in the FSs to an 
acceptably low level.
It is important at this stage to determine:
 i If there had been a change in the  

assessed level of risk;
ii Whether conclusions drawn from work 

performed are appropriate; and
iii If any suspicious circumstances have 

been encountered.
iv  Any additional risks should be  

appropriately assessed, and FAPs  
performed as required.

 v  When all procedures have been  
performed and conclusions reached:

vi  Audit findings should be reported to 
MGT and TCWG; and

vii An audit opinion should be formed, and 
a decision made on the appropriate 
wording for the auditor’s report.

9

11

RISK BASED AUDIT (RBA) (Update-2021)

AUDIT PROGRAMME OF MOVIE THEATRE COMPLEX

 In order to achieve proper internal control over the sale of tickets and its collection by the Company Ltd., following system should be adopted - 

10 CONTROL SYSTEM OVER SELLING 
AND COLLECTION OF TICKETS

Printing of tickets: 
Should be -

Serially numbered /pre-
printed tickets /cannot 
be duplicated by others 

Daily cash reconciliation: 
Cash collection at each 

office and machine should 
be reconciled with the 

number of  
tickets sold. 

Entrance ticket:  
Entrance tickets should 
be cancelled at the en-
trance gate when public 

enters the centre.

Surprise checks:  
Internal audit system 

should carry out  
periodic surprise checks 

for cash counts, daily 
banking, etc.

Ticket sales: 
Should take place from 
the Central ticket office 
at each of the 5 centres, 

preferably through 
machines. 

Daily banking:  
Each day’s collection should 

be deposited in the bank 
on next working day of the 
bank. Till that time, the cash 

should be in the  
custody of properly author-
ized person(joint custody). 

Advance booking: 
The system should ensure 
that all advance booked 

tickets are paid for.

I II III IV V VI VII

Q.11 Entertainment Paradise, a movie theatre complex, is the foremost theatre located in Chennai. Along with the sale of tickets over the counter and online booking, the major proportion of income is from the cafe, shops, pubs etc. located in the complex. Its other income includes advertisements exhibited within/outside the 
premises such as hoardings, banners, slides, short films etc. The facility for parking of vehicles is also provided in the basement of the premises. Entertainment Paradise appointed your firm as the auditor of the entity. Being the head of the audit team, you are, therefore, required to draw an audit programme initially in respect of 
its revenue and expenditure considering the above mentioned facts along with other relevant points relating to a complex. (MTP-M-21) Hint : See point ‘11’(Related to Audit Programme)

Q.10 Y Co. Ltd. has five entertainment centers to provide recreational facilities for public especially for children and youngsters at 5 different locations in the peripheral of 200 kilom-
eters. Collections are made in cash. Specify the adequate system towards collection of money  (SM-21) Hint : See point ‘10’

(Update-2021)

(i)  Peruse the Memorandum of Associa-
tion and Articles of Association of the 
entity

(ii)  Ensure the object clause permits the 
entity to engage in this type of business. 

(iii)  In the case of income from sale of 
tickets: 

(1)  Verify the control system as to how it 
is ensured that the collections on sale 
of tickets of various shows are properly 
and accurately accounted.

(2)  Verify the system relating to online 

booking of various shows and the 
system of realization of money. 

(3)  Check that there is overall system of 
reconciliation of collections with the 
number of seats available for different 
shows in a day. 

(iv)  Verify the internal control system and 
its effectiveness relating to the income 
from café, shops, pubs, game zone etc., 
located within the multiplex. 

(v)  Verify the system of control exercised 
relating to the income receivable from 

advertisements exhibited within the 
premises and inside the hall such as 
hoarding, banners, slides, short  
films etc. 

(vi)  Verify the system of collection from the 
parking areas in respect of the vehicles 
parked by the customers.

(vii)  In the case of payment to the distribu-
tors verify the system of payment which 
may be either through out right pay-
ment or percentage of collection or a 
combination of both. Ensure at the time 

of settlement, any payment of advance 
made to the distributor is also adjusted 
against the amount due.

(viii)  Verify the system of payment of sala-
ries and other benefits to the employ-
ees and ensure that statutory require-
ments are complied with.

(ix)  Verify the payments effected in respect 
of the maintenance of the building and 
ensure the same is in order.

(x)  Verify the insurance premium paid and 
ensure it covers the entire assets.
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GST
AUDIT

      Definition & Objective  –
     Section 2(13) of the CGST Act, 2017 

“Audit” means the examination of

Records              Returns        Other documents

Maintained or furnished by the registered 
person under the Act or the rules made there 
under or any other law for the time being in 
force 

To verify the 
correctness of To assess his 

compliance with 
the provisions of 
this Act or rules 

made there 
under. 

Turnover 
declared

Taxes 
paid  

Refund 
claimed

ITC 
Availed

Special NotesTypes of Audit Under GST
GST Audit 

Audit by GST Tax  
Authorities 

Audit by  
Professionals 

General 
Audit 

(Section 65 
rule 101)

Special 
Audit 

(Section 66 
Rule 102) 

The commissioner or 
any officer authorized 
by him, can undertake 
audit of any registered 
person for such period, 
at such frequency and 

in such manner as 
prescribed.

The registered person 
can be directed to get his 

records including BOA 
examined and audited by 
a CA or Cost Accountant 

during any stage of scrutiny, 
inquiry, investigation or any 

other proceeding. 

Audit of accounts 
[Section 35 (5) read 
along with section 
44(2) and rule 80.

Q.1 Define the term Audit under CGST Act. Describe the 
statutory requirements of audit under CGST Act based on  
threshold limit. Hint: See Point-’1&2’

Q.2 XYZ Limited is looking for an auditor for getting it accounts audited as per GST. 
Being an expert in the indirect taxes field XYZ Limited is seeking your advice on 
types of audit to be envisage as per GST Law. Explain. (RTP-N-18) Hint: See Point-’2’

Q.2B MM & Co., a footwear manufacturer is registered with GST in Delhi and its branches registered in Punjab & Haryana. Its turnover for the FY ended 31st March, 
2019 is: Delhi: ` 1.8 crore, Punjab: ` 1.2 crore and Haryana: ` 2.7 crore. However, the branch registered in Punjab is making only exempt supplies. The management 
of the company is of the view that GST audit is not applicable on them. Whether, their contention is correct or not. Substantiate.(SM-21) Hint: See Point-’3’

AUDIT UNDER FISCAL LAWS - GST AUDIT

Communication of findings: On conclusion of audit, the  
proper officer shall, within 30 days, inform the registered 
person, about the findings, his rights and obligations and the 
reasons for such findings in such manner as may be  
prescribed. [Rule 101, FORM GST ADT-02]

Notice for Audit: The registered person shall be informed by 
way of a notice not less than 15 working days prior to the 
conduct of audit in such manner as may be prescribed. [Rule 
101, FORM GST ADT-01]

Audit under section 65 is a routine audit by the tax office at 
the place of business of registered person or in tax office.

Completion period : The audit by tax authorities shall be  
completed within a period of 3 months from the date of  
commencement of the audit , and such period is further 
extendable for a period of 6 months by Commissioner for the 
reasons to be recorded in writing.
Commencement of audit: - shall mean the date on which the 
records and other documents, called for by the tax  
authorities, are made available by the registered person  
or the actual institution of audit, whichever is later.
Co-operation with Proper Office : The authorised officer may 
require the registered person, to afford him the necessary  
facility to verify the books of account or other documents as 
he may require and to furnish such information and render  
assistance for timely completion of the audit.

Multiple Branches:- Where a taxpayer has multiple branches 
registered under GST in different States/ Union Territories, 
the total aggregate turnover of all such branches is  
considered while calculating the threshold limit. So, if the  
cumulative turnover of all the branches exceed threshold 
limit, then the GST audit is applicable to each of these 
branches, irrespective of whether the turnover of a  
particular branch is less than the threshold.

Joint Audit under GST :- It is possible for a registered person to 
appoint two or more CAs as joint auditors under the GST Laws 
in which case the audit report would have to be signed by all 
the joint auditors. In case of disagreement, they can give their 
report separately. The responsibility of Joint Auditors under 
the GST Laws would be the same as in the case of other audits, 
such as IT Act.

PAN Based Rule :- If a registered person is liable to get his  
accounts audited under Section 35, all the registrations  
obtained under the same PAN will also be liable for such audit, 
regardless of the turnover in each State in which the other 
registrations have been obtained.             

Example : If the aggregate turnover (PAN based) is at  5.50 
crores and the registered person is carrying on business in two 
different States having a turnover of  4.75 crores and 0.75 
crores respectively, the law mandates that audit is required to 
be carried out in both the States.

Audit of Agent: -  

If the audit is undertaken for a registered person  
being an agent for supply of goods, it must be  
understood that the agent would be recording all the 
good received on behalf of the Principal as inward 
supply of goods, & dispatched as outward supply . 

On the other hand, the income / revenue -would 
only be limited to the commission income.     

Accordingly in GST Laws, the agent would be  
regarded as a person engaged in effecting  
outward supply of goods and would therefore be 
required to maintain all the stock records that 
are to be maintained by a trader.

i

ii

iii

iv

a

b

c

(Update-2021)

Update-2021

Audit of Accounts [Section 35 (5) read along with section 44(2) and rule 80) 
Every registered person must get 
his accounts audited by a Chartered 
Accountant or a Cost Accountant if 
his aggregate turnover during a F.Y. 
exceeds ` 2 Cr.  (For FY 2018-19 and 
FY 2019-20:` 5 crores)

↓
such registered person is required 
to furnish electronically through 
the common portal along with  
Annual Return a copy of 
o Audited annual accounts. 
o A reconciliation statement, duly 

certified, in prescribed Form 
GSTR - 9C.

a. Aggregate Turnover 2(6) of CGST Act b. Reconciliation  
Statement will reconcile 

Includes value of all 
outward supplies

Excludes Value of 
supplies 
declared 
in Annual 
Return 

Value of 
supplies 
declared  

in audited 
Annual F.S.

with

Value of inward 
supply on which 

tax payable under 
Reverse Change 

CGST
Taxable 

Supplies
Exempt 

Supplies
Exports

Inter-State Supplies 
of person having the 

same PAN be comput-
ed on all India basis

Note: This section shall not apply to any department of CG of SG or Local Authority whose accounts are subject to audited by C & AG 

UTGST
SGST

IGST
Compensation 

Cess

Financial 
Year (FY) 

Aggregate  
Turnover (in `) 

2017-18 2 crore 

2018-19 5 crore  
(NN-16/2020) 

2019-20 5 crore 
 (NN-79/2020)

Update-2021

(i) Internal Auditor  
not eligible to  
conduct GST audit 

(ii) GST Auditor 
need not be a GST 
Practitioner

 (iii) No GST Audit  
of Government 
subject to CAG

 (iv) OIDAR and 
Foreign Airlines not 
liable for GST Audit

           Qualification 
of GST Auditor & 

Eligibility
  Format of Audit Report under the GST Law (Special Audit)

(Format Note relevant for exam purpose,hence removed)

              AUDIT BY THE TAX AUTHORITIES UNDER SECTION 65
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Best practices 
adopted for GST Audit 

(i) The evaluation of the internal 
controls viz-a-viz GST would 
indicate the area to be focused. 
This could be done by  
verifying:

(a) The Statutory Audit Report. 

(b) The Information System 
Audit Report. 

(c) The Internal Audit Report. 

(d) Internal control   
questionnaire designed for 
GST compliance. 

(ii) The use of generalized audit 
software to hold GST audit. 

(iii)  The reconciliation of the BOA 
or reports to the return. 

(iv)  The review of gross trial  
balance for detecting set-off 
of income with expenses. 

(v) Review of purchase/expenses 
to examine applicability of 
RCM.

(vi)  Reconciliation of Foreign      
Exchange outgo to  
identify the liability of import 
of  services. 

(vii)  Quantitative   
reconciliation of stock trans-
fer within state or for supplies 
to job workers under exemp-
tion. 

(viii) Ratio Analysis could  
provide vital clues on  
areas of non-compliance. 

Special Audit Under Section 66 (read with rule 102)

When the 
Special Audit 

may be  
directed?

Who can be 
special  

auditor?  
(Expert)

Any prior 
permission 
required?

Who can issue 
notice for special 

auditor? 

When the officer considering the nature & complexity of the  
business and in the interest of revenue is of the opinion that -

Special audit wherein the registered person can be directed to get his records including books of account examined and audited by a chartered accountant or a cost accountant during any stage of scrutiny, inquiry, investi-
gation or any other proceedings; depending upon the nature and complexity of the case  on order of Assistant Commissioner or above with prior approval of the Commissioner.

An Assistant Commissioner who nurses an opinion on above two aspects - 

Expert to be nominated by the commissioner expert can be a 

May direct a registered person to get his books of accounts audited by an expert.

Value has not been 
correctly declared. 

Chartered  
Accountant 

Credit availed is not 
within the normal limits. 

Cost  
Accountant

or

Any time limit to 
submit the audit 

report?

Any opportunity 
for being heard 

to registered 
person?

Who will bear 
the expenses for 
examination and 

remuneration 
for Audit 

Responsibilities 
and authority of 

the auditor

Responsibility  
of the registered 

person 

(Rule 102 (1) 
FROM GST 
ADT- 03)

(Rule 102 (2) FORM 
GST ADT – 04)

After Commencement Before completion
and

of

Scrutiny Any other proceedings  
under this Act 

InvestigationEnquiry

The Assistant Commissioner needs to obtain prior permission of the Commissioner 
to issue such direction to the taxable person (direction of Special Audit)

• The Chartered Accountant or the Cost Accountant so appointed shall sub-
mit the audit report within a period of 90 days to Assistant Commissioner. 

• Extension : On the application to the Assistant Commissioner, for any ma-
terial or sufficient reason due date may be extended by another 90 days.

• Since the report in respect of the special audit under this section is to be 
submitted directly to the assistant commissioner, the registered person is 
to be provided an opportunity of being heard in respect of any material 
gathered in the special audit which is proposed to be used in any  
proceedings under this Act. 

• The expenses for examination and audit including the remuneration  
payable to the auditor will be determined and borne by the commissioner. 

• To afford the auditor with the necessary facility to verify the BOA and 
• To furnish the required information. 
• Render assistance for timely completion of the audit. 

• The auditor shall verify the  
documents on the basis of which 
the accounts are maintained and 
the periodical return/statements 
are furnished. 

• The auditor is authorized to verify:
(a) Books & Records 

(b) Returns & Statements 
(c)  Correctness of turnover,  

exemptions & deductions 
(d) Rate applicable for in respect or 

supply of goods/services. 
(e) The ITC claimed/availed/ 

unutilized and refund claimed.

Q.4 What are the objectives of Special Audit under section 
66 of the CGST Act. Can it be invoked in a routine manner 
by proper officer? (SM-21) Hint: See Point-'5’ 

AUDIT UNDER FISCAL LAWS - GST AUDIT

Therefore, it cannot be invoked in a routine manner by proper officer.

Update-2021

Q.4A Write a short note on 
Special Audit under GST   
(SM-21) Hint: See Point-'5’
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Q.3 Write short note on; 
Format for GST Audit Report. 
Hint: See points ‘4’

Q.3B M/s. Ramo & Co (P) Ltd. while appointing M/s. Jatin Prasad & Associates, a CA firm, as their GST auditors for the 
FY 2020-21 claims that only a GST Practitioner CA firm is eligible for doing audit under GST law in terms of  
section 35(5) of the Act. Comment. (SM-2021) (SM-21) Hint: See Point-’3A’

Lpgara
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Auditing Concepts

AUDIT UNDER FISCAL LAWS - GST AUDIT

Following steps an auditor can take in 
connection with the GST audit:
(a) Inform the concerned assessee about 

the applicability audit;
(b) Confirm the eligibility of GST auditor.
(c) Understand the nature of business, 

products or services, maintenance of 
records etc.

(d) Prepare a questionnaire to  
understand the  operations / activities 
of the auditee related to GST laws

(e) Preparation of the detailed audit program 
and list of records to be verified;

(f) Host of relevant reconciliations.

Preparation for the GST Audit 

Failure to submit the annual return:
Failure to submit the annual return: As per  
section 47(2) late fee would be ` 100 per day 
during which such failure continues subject 
to a maximum of a 0.25% of the turnover 
in the State/UT. There would be an equal 
amount of late fee under the  
respective State/UT GST law. 

Consequences of not getting the accounts 
audited by CA/CA(Cost): 
There is no specific penalty prescribed in the 
GST Law hence apply Section 125 (General 
penalty) of CGST Act - up to 25,000/-

Penalty 

The auditors should 
obtain an  
understanding of 
the organization 
internal process of

(a) Accounting of  
Transactions

(b) Reporting to the 
GSTN Portal

(c) Reconciliation of 
filed data and

(d) Internal control 
systems  
implemented to 
plan the audit 
and develop an  
effective audit  
approach to  
meet audit  
requirements.

Audit Planning

The GST Auditor shall conduct a preliminary review 
to assess the CIS controls and the risks that could im-
pact his work by considering the following points:
• Knowledge of the business
• Understanding the technology deployed
• Understanding internal control system
• Risk assessment and materiality

Preliminary Review

The auditor should advise the company to file all the GSTR-3B, GSTR-1 and annual returns before conducting 
GST audit so that auditor can validate and verify the returns filed by the company, verification of ITC claimed, 
verification of output GST liability discharged by the company and for collation of return workings and  
reconciliations. Auditor needs to have a comprehensive picture of -

 (i)  Understanding of the back-up of monthly returns as well as annual return and 
(ii)  Understanding of reports generated by the GSTN portal as well as internal records of the company.
(iii)  Understanding of the eligibility of Input Tax Credit (ITC) availed i.e. whether ITC availed by the company 

is creditable or not and understanding of reversal of ITC undertaken or applicable (if any).
(iv)  Understanding of the taxability of outward supplies and transactions covered under Reverse Charge 

Mechanism and other miscellaneous/ specific transactions and
(v)  Understanding of the positions taken on various transactions by the company

Advice to client before conducting GST Audit

(i)  Compliances under the GST law are dependent upon  
technology because transactions are numerous.

(ii) Technology adopted by both Government as well as  
businesses to meet the compliance requirement.

(iii)  Information Systems have become an integral part of  
enterprise day-to day operation, Eg. return filing, payment 
of taxes etc.

(iv)  The primary responsibility of the GST Auditor is to assess 
the entire (CIS) environment for data availability & systems 
reliability.

(v) GST audit processes for larger assesses is carried out by  
using Computer Systems and Technology

 Example: - verification for the matching of Input Tax Credit 
availed with the Outward Supply declared by the supplier 
being large in numbers, cannot be done manually. 

(vi) GST Auditor need to aware (CIS) Environment, and the audit 
risks involved therein.

(vii) GST Auditor should also try to know Computer system 
processing financial information is imp for the purposes of 
audit, and if it is operated by the entity or by a third party.

(viii)  Controls can be classified- preventive, detective or  
corrective or based on some other parameters like physical, 
logical or environmental. 

GST Audit in Computerised Environment

GST Auditor can apply following time-tested methods of conducting an audit:

Audit Approach

Accounting treatment of certain transactions as per AS in the 
FS vis-à-visGST Law.
                                Some of the differences are

Accounting Standard Vs. GST (Update-2021)

Supplies on behalf of the principal

(i)     As per AS: 
 Not reflected in the FS only      

commission in revenue  
account of the agent.

(ii)   As per GST Law:
 Turnover would be treated as 

part of the agent’s turnover.

Branch Transfer
                                                                                                                                                     
(i)  As per AS: - Under AS-9 

Revenue Recognition, 
branch transfers are  
not recognised as revenue    

(ii)  As per GST Laws: -Under 
GST, it tantamount to 
supply as per Schedule I to 
CGST Act.

Differences in Audit by Tax Authorities  
and the Special Audit (Update-2021)

(1)  Eligible person: -The audit by tax authorities 
is conducted by the revenue officers whereas 
special audit is conducted by the CA/ Cost 
Accountants on the penal of the department. 

(2)  Place of Audit: -The audit by tax authorities 
is conducted by the revenue officers either 
the taxpayer’s office or at their own office 
whereas special audit is conducted by the CA/ 
Cost Accountants at the taxpayer’s  
office.

(3)  Manner/Approval: -The audit by tax  
authorities can be invoked in a routine man-
ner by the revenue officers whereas special 
audit is invoked with the prior approval of 
the Commissioner if the nature of business of 
the auditee is found to be complex.

(4)  Time limit for Completion: -The audit by 
tax authorities is to be completed within 
3 months which is further extendable by 
another 6 months, whereas special audit is to 
be completed within 90 days which is further 
extendable by another 90 days.

(a) Obtaining prior knowledge of the 
business and comparing them 
with similar businesses;

(b) Preparing a master file of the 
clients (permanent master file);

(c) Discussing on with the audit team.
(d) Studying and evaluating systems 

and internal control;
(e) Assessing the audit risks and 

deploying of suitable personnel;
(f) Preparing of an audit plan / audit 

program.
(g) Reviewing meetings with the 

audit team;
(h) Drawing conclusions on the basis 

of audit evidence discuss  
observations and findings;

(i) Discussing with the registered 
person and obtaining various 
management certificates;

(j) Reporting the observations in the 
prescribed statutory format.

(k) Maintaining Audit working papers 
file.

(l) Concluding the audit and intimat-
ing the management.
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Q.5 List the best practice that 
can be adopted for GST Audit. 
Hint: See points ‘6’

Q.6 ABC Ltd is a printing company with aggregate turnover exceeding rupees 5 crores. XYZ & Associates is a Chartered Accountant firm which has been appointed for GST 
audit of ABC Ltd. Mr Sandhu, Chartered Accountant from XYZ & Associates, observes on 23 July 2019 that ABC Ltd has not filed its GSTR 3B for the month of July & its GSTR-1 
return is also not complied with. What should Mr Sandhu advise the client before conducting GST audit of ABC Ltd. (RTP-M-20)(MTP-M-20) Hint: See Point- 7-‘H’
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Returns Under GST 

Parts of GSTR-9
PART-I
Basic details of the taxpayer. This detail will be auto-populated.

PART-II 
Details of outward and inward supplies declared during the  
financial year (FY). This detail must be picked up by  
consolidating summary from all GST returns filed in previous FY.

PART-III
Details of ITC declared in returns filed during the FY. This will be 
summarized values picked up from all the GST returns filed in 
previous FY.

PART-IV
Details of tax paid as declared in returns filed during the FY.

PART-V
Particulars of the transactions for the previous FY declared in 
returns of April to September of current FY or up to the date of 
filing of annual returns of previous FY whichever is earlier.  
Usually, the summary of amendment or omission entries 
belonging to previous FY but reported in Current FY would be 
segregated and declared here.

PART-VI
Other Information comprising details of:
• GST Demands and refunds,
• HSN wise summary information of the quantity of goods 

supplied and received with its corresponding Tax details 
against each HSN code,

• Late fees payable and paid details and
• Segregation of inward supplies received from different 

categories of taxpayers like Composition dealers, deemed 
supply and goods supplied on approval basis.

GSTR 9 
GSTR 9 should be filed by the regular taxpayers 
filing GSTR 1, GSTR 2, GSTR 3.

GSTR 9A 
GSTR 9A should be filed by the persons registered 
under composition scheme under GST.

GSTR 9B
GSTR 9B should be filed by the e-commerce 
operators 

GSTR 9C
Should be by the taxpayers whose annual  
turnover exceeds rupees 2 Crores during the 
financial year alongwith audited annual accounts 
and reconciliation statement of tax already paid 
and tax payable as per audited accounts along-
with GSTR 9C.

GSTR 9
GSTR 9 form is an annual return to be filed once 
in a year by the registered taxpayers under GST. 
It consists of details regarding the supplies made 
and received during the year under different tax 
heads i.e. CGST, SGST and IGST. It consolidates the 
information furnished in the monthly or quarterly 
returns during the year

(Update-2021)
Note: -Although the Annual Return in FORM 
GSTR-9 is not part of audit to be done by an  
auditor. But, it is an integral part of audit. Without 
understanding the contents of FORM GSTR-9, the 
objective of audit may not be accomplished. It 
is the FORM GSTR-9 and the audited Financial 
Statement of the registered person which require 
reconciliation to be reported by an auditor in 
FORM GSTR-9C. Therefore, a detailed study of  
Annual Return in FORM GSTR-9 is sine qua not.

  Types of Returns (Update-2021)   Details required in the GSTR 9

AUDIT UNDER FISCAL LAWS - GST AUDIT

Points of comparison GSTR-9 Annual Return GSTR-9C Reconciliation Statement

It is annual report of a formal or official 
character giving information

It is auditor’s report reconciling audited  
financial statements with FORM GSTR-9

GST Registered taxpayer to whom GST Audit  
is applicable (Present limit 5 crore)

Those mentioned under GSTR-9 & 
Government Department subject to 

CAG audit and foreign airline company.

Reconciliation statement in FORM GSTR-9C is to be given 
by auditors and to be filed by the registered person.

The reconciliation statement is to be  
certified by the auditors.

Annexure of Audited financial  
statement is required

GST Registered taxpayer

Following persons
•  Casual Taxable Person
•  Non-Resident Taxable Person
• Input Service Distributor 
•  Unique Identification Number Holders
•  Online Information and Database Access  

Retrieval Service providers
•  Composition Dealers
•  Persons subject to TCS or TDS provisions

The annual return is to be filed 
by the registered person.

The annual return is to be  
verified by the registered person.

No annexures to be attached

Nature

Applicable to

Not applicable to

Filed by

Comparative view of GSTR 9 and GSTR 9C

Verified by

Annexures

Q.6C Mr. A was appointed as an auditor of M/s. XYZ Co. During the course of audit he finds that the company has availed an excess ITC of ` 50 lakh. Accordingly, he made recommendations in Part V of GSTR-9C, 
The management of the company refused to pay the excess ITC and argued that auditors recommendations are not binding. Comment. (SM-21) Hint: See Point- ‘Part V to GSTR 9C- Some imp issues (1)’
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Q.6B The GST department endeavours to collect legitimate taxes while requiring the taxpayers to file FORM GSTR-9 and FORM GSTR-9C. Can you draw a comparative view of these two forms? (SM-21)   
OR
Whether filing of Annual Return in Form GSTR-9 is mandatory for all registered persons? If not then what are the exceptions? (SM-21) Hint: See Point- 8 (3rd point)

Q.6A State the consequences of not filing of Annual Return in 
Form GSTR-9 and not getting the GST Audit done u/s. 35(5) of 
the Act, in Form GSTR-9C? (SM-21)Hint: See Point- 7-‘B’

dated



Q.2A Write short note on: Circumstances in which Chartered Accountant in 
practice or firm of Chartered Accountants cannot conduct tax audit u/s 44AB 
of the Income Tax Act, 1961 of the concern.Hint: See point ‘2(viii)’

Audit under the Income – tax Act, 1961

 Tax Audit under section 44AB of the 
Income tax Act, 1961

B. Audit C. Due date 
for filing of 

report 

D. Forms and /Reports 
(Update-2021)

A. The Income tax Act, 1961 contains several provisions for audit of 
accounts of Public Charitable Trusts, Non-Corporate Assessees and 
other assessees to meet the specific objectives of the Act.

B. Under the Act, several sections such as 12A, 35D, 35E, 44AB, 80IA, 80IB, 
80IC, 80ID, 80IE, 142(2A), etc. require audit of accounts for tax purposes.

Assessee carrying on any Business where  
sales or turnover or gross receipts total exceeds  
` 100 lakhs. .(` 500 lakhs with condition-given below)
                                       OR
ii. Assessee carrying on Profession where gross receipts  

exceed ` 50 lakhs.
                                       OR
iii. Assessee carrying on business referred to u/s 

44AE/44BB/44BBB and declaring lower income than prescribed 
under those sections.

                                       OR
iv. U/s 44AD (where the limit of presumptive taxation for business 

is increased to 2 Crores) (When below condition not fulfilled) 
claiming lower income but not more than the basic exemption limit
• Sec 44AD not applicable to company. 
• Sec. 44AD not applicable on commission income. 

v. U/s 44ADA - Assessee carrying on profession claming lower 
income  but not more than basic exemption limit.

A
. A

p
p

lic
ab

ili
ty

Shall be 
conducted by an 

Accountant as 
explained u/s 288 
of the Income tax 
Act, 1961 which 

includes CA 
and any person 
qualified to be 

an auditor under 
Companies Act, 

2013.

30th 
September 
of relevant 
assessment 

year 
(electronically 

only)

Usually 
Postpond

i. Required to get audited under any law

Note: -While issuing the tax audit report 
u/s 44AB of the Income Tax Act 1961, 

the Auditor should generate appropriate 
UDIN and refer the same in its report.

Not required to get audited under any law 

Audit Report in Form 3CA

Audit Report in Form 3CB

Form 3CD

Form 3CD

• The section 44AB makes it mandatory for every person 
carrying on any business or profession to get his accounts 
audited where conditions laid down in the section are 
satisfied and to furnish the report of such audit in the 
prescribed form.

• An agriculturist is exempted from such requirements.

No, tax audit can be conducted only 
in respect of the financial year.

Circumstances in which 
CAiP or firm cannot 
conduct tax audit u/s 
44AB of the concern? 
Refer DC of Ethics 
on Qualification and 
Disqualification for 
Conducting Tax Audit by 
CAiP

Is audit done by a person other than a CA 
in any law acceptable for the purpose of 
section 44AB of the Income tax Act?
No, the tax audit for the purpose of section 
44AB is to be done by an accountant which 
means CA for the above purpose.

An assessee has income exempted from tax but has 
turnover of more than `100 Lakhs/`500 Lakhs, is he 
required to get tax audit?

Can Tax Audit be conducted 
for a period other than the 
financial year?

Assessee carrying presumptive 
income business and other 
business, tax audit limits how 
determined?

How to determine tax audit applicability for 
assessee carrying business as well as profession, ?

In case of a person carrying on 
business covered by section 44AE, 
44BB, or 44BBB and opting for 
presumptive taxation, tax audit 
requirement would not apply in 
respect of such other business not 
covered by presumptive taxation 
until the turnover of such business 
exceeds `100 lakhs/`500 lakhs.

i. Professional receipt = 52 lakhs
    + 
 Business turnover = 72 lakhs:

ii. Professional receipt = 48 lakhs 
   + 
 Business turnover = 86 lakhs:

iii. Business1 – turnover = 2 crores
 Business2 – turnover = 2 crores
 Business3 – turnover = 1.5 crores

Yes, audit required, as gross 
receipt from profession 
exceeds the limit of ` 50 lakhs.

No, as gross receipt from 
profession does not exceed 
the limit of ` 50 lakhs.

Yes, the result of all 
business activities should 
be clubbed together.

No, this section applies only if the turnover exceeds prescribed limit 
according to the accounts maintained by the assessee. If AO wants to 
get audited the accounts of assessee then he has to pass order under 
142(2A).

Assessee has disclosed income of less than (100 lakhs/200 
lakhs/500 lakhs), but assessing officer (AO) is of the opinion that 
the turnover is more than that disclosed can he order for tax audit?

AUDIT UNDER FISCAL LAWS - TAX AUDIT

INTRODUCTION
&

APPLICABILITY

1

APPLICABILITY-
ADDITIONAL 

POINTS

2

ii

i

i

iv

v

Is tax audit report a substitute for reports/ certificates 
required under other section like 80IA/IB etc.?
No, Tax audit is an independent requirement.

vi

vii

ii iii

TAX AUDIT

With effect from assessment year 2020-21: - The threshold limit, for a 
person carrying on business, has been increased from ` 1 crore to ` 5 crores.  
Condition: - Limit of `5 Crore applicable only when cash receipts and payments 
made during the year does not exceed 5% of total receipt or payment, as the 
case may be. In other words, 95% or more of the business transactions should 
be done through banking channels.

(Update-2021) viii

2A. Form 3CD - Considerations for auditor while 
furnishing particulars in Form 3CD
1  If a particular item of income/expenditure is covered in more 

than one of the specified clauses, care should be taken to make a 
suitable cross reference to such items at the appropriate places.

2  If there is any difference in the opinion of the tax auditor and 
that of the assessee in respect of any information furnished in 
Form No. 3CD, the tax auditor should state both the view points 
and also the relevant information in order to enable the tax 
authority to take a decision in the matter.

3  If any particular clause in Form No. 3CD is not applicable, he 
should state that the same is not applicable.

4 In computing the allowance or disallowance, he should keep in 
view the law applicable in the relevant year, even though the 
form of audit report may not have been amended to bring it in 
conformity with the amended law.

5 The information in Form No. 3CD should be based on the books 
of accounts, records, documents, information and explanations 
made available to the tax auditor for his examination.

Q.1 Mr. A engaged in business as a sole proprietor presented the following information to you for the FY 20-21. 
•  Turnover made during 
the year ` 624 lakhs. 

•  Goods returned in respect of sales made during 
FY 19-20 are ` 20 lakhs not included in the above. 

Kindly advice him whether he has to get his accounts audited u/s 44AB of the Income tax Act, 1961.(SM-21) (MTP-M-21)- Hint: See point ‘1 (ii) (A)’ & ‘3’

•  Cash discount allowed to his customers 
`1 lac for prompt payment. 

•  Special rebate allowed to 
customer in the nature of 
trade discount ` 5 lakhs. 
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Q.2 Comment with respect to computation of total sales, turnover or gross receipts in business exceeding the prescribed limit under 
Section 44 AB of Income tax Act, 1961 (i) Discount allowed in the sales invoice (ii) Cash discount (iii) Price of goods returned related to 
earlier year (iv) Sale proceeds of fixed assets. (SM-21)(M-15) - Hint: See point ‘3’

date



Q.5 As an auditor appointed  
under section 44AB of the  
Income tax Act, 1961, how 
would you verify and report 
on the following : (N-17)  (i) 
The assesse has borrowed ` 
50 lakhs from various persons 
partly in cash and party by 
account payee cheque - Hint: 
See clause 31 (a) & 31 (c) (ii) 
The assesse has paid rent of 
` 5 lakhs for premises to his 
brother. - Hint: See clause '23'

Q.6 What can be the possible 
instances of capital receipt 
which, if not credited to the P & 
L Account, needs to be reported 
in Form 3CD? (M-13)(N-15). 
Hint: See clause ‘16(e)’

Q.6A In the course of your tax audit assignment u/s 44AB of the Income Tax Act, 1961 of Dream Bank Ltd. You have instructed your assistant to find 
out receipt of capital nature which might not have been credited to Profit & Loss Account and needs to be reported in Para 16(e) of 3CD. Your audit 
assistant seeks your guidance in reporting the same. Specify any four illustrative examples of such receipt.(M-19–New). Hint: See clause ‘16(e)’

AUDIT UNDER FISCAL LAWS - TAX AUDIT

Clause 
1 to 8

Clause 
11

Clause
 12

Clause 
13

Clause 15
(a) to (d)

Clause 16
(a) to (e)

Clause 
17

Clause 
18

Clause 
19

Clause 
20

Clause 
22

Clause 
23

Clause 
24

Clause 
21

Clause 
9

(a)  If firm/AOP: indicate 
names of partners/
members and their profit 
sharing ratios.

(b)  If there is any change in 
the partners/members 
or in their profit sharing 
ratio since the last date 
of the preceding year 
the particulars of such 
changes.

Clause 
10

a)  Nature of business/
profession (If more 
than 1, detail of each  
business/profession)

b)  If there is any 
change in nature of 
business/ profession 
particulars of same.

a)  Whether BoA is prescribed 
u/s 44AA if yes, list of books 
prescribed.

b)  List of BoA maintained & 
address. If maintained in 
computer system, list of  
BoA generated. 

 Address of locations, If 
maintained more than one 
location.

c)  List of BoA and nature 
of relevant documents 
examined.

Whether the profit and 
loss account includes any 
profit & gains assessable 
on presumptive basis, if 
yes indicate the amount & 
relevant sections. 
(44AD , 44ADA, 44AE, 44AF, 
44B,44BB,44BBA, 44BBB 
etc.)

a)  Method of accounting 
employed in P.Y.

b)  Change in method of 
accounting.

c)  Details of such change 
d)  Any adjustments to 

be made to P&L in 
compliance with ICDS.

e)  Details of such 
adjustments.

f) Disclosures as per ICDS.

Particulars of capital assets 
converted into stock in trade –
a)  Description of capital assets.
b)  Date of acquisition.
c)  Cost of acquisition.
d)  Amount at which the asset 

is converted into stock in 
trade.

Amount not credited to P&L, 
being –
a)  Item falling within scope of 

section 28. 
b)  The Proforma credits, 

drawbacks refund of duty 
when admitted as due by the 
authorities concerned.

c)  Escalation claims accepted.
d)  Any other item of income. 
e)  Capital receipt, if any.

Where any L&B or both is 
transferred during P.Y. for 
a consideration less than 
value adopted or assessed by 
authority of State Govt. referred 
to in section 43CA or 50C. 
a) Details of property
b) Consideration received  
or accrued
c) Value adopted/assessed.

Update 2021
Particulars of depreciation allowable as 
per IT Act in following form – 
a)  Description of asset/block of asset
b)  Rate of depreciation 
c)  Actual cost/WDV

• Adjustment made to WDV u/s 
115BAA -(for AY 2020-21 only)                                                                                                             

• Adjusted WDV
d)  Additions/deductions during the 

year with dates, date put to use.
e)  Depreciation allowable.
f)  WDV at the end of year.

Amounts admissible u/s 32AC,32AD, 
33AB, 33ABA, 35(I)(i), 35(I)(ii), 
35(I)(iia), 35(2AA), 35AC, 35AD, 
35CCA, 35CCB, 35CCC,35CCD, 
35D,35DD,35DDA,35E 
•  Indicate the amount debited 

to P&L and amount actually 
admissible.

•  The amount not debited to P&L 
but admissible.

•  Deductions to be certified by tax 
auditor

a)  Any sum paid to an employee as bonus 
or commission, whether such sum was 
payable to him as profits or dividends. 

b)  Details of contribution received from 
employees for various funds referred in 
section 36(I) (va) –  
I.  Serial number
II.  Nature of fund 
III.  Sum received 
IV.  Due date
V.  Actual amount paid 
VI. Actual date of payment to concerned 

authorities.

Amount inadmissible 
u/s 23 of the MSME 
development Act, 2006. 
It lays down that an 
interest payable or paid 
by the buyer, under or 
in accordance with the 
provision of this Act, shall 
not for the purpose of 
computation of income 
under IT Act, 1961, be 
allowed as a deduction.

Particulars of payments 
made to persons 
specified u/s 40A 

(2)(b) i.e. power to 
A.O. to fix quantum 
of disallowance of 

expenditure excessive 
or unreasonable.
Name of party , 

PAN,nature of payment, 
amount Remark 
(if excessive or 
unreasonable)

Amounts deemed to be profits & gains u/s 
32AC,32AD, 33AB or 33ABA or 33AC.

Deemed gains arising out of sale of asset on 
which allowance was claimed under sec-
tion 32AD will have to be reported. If asset 
acquired as per the provisions is sold within 
5 years from the date of installation, then the 
deduction shall be deemed to be the income 

Clause 
25 

Any amount of profit 
chargeable to tax u/s 
41 and computation 

thereof.

a)  Details of amounts debited to P&L being in the nature of capital, personal, 
advertisement expenditure etc.

b)  Amount inadmissible u/s 40(a).
c)  Amount debited to P&L being, interest, salary bonus, commission or 

remuneration, inadmissible u/s 40(b)/ 40(ba) and computation thereof.
d)  Disallowance / deemed income u/s 40A (3)
e)  Provision for payment of gratuity not allowable u/s 40A (7).
f)  Any sum paid by the assessee as an employer not allowable u/s 40 A (9).
g)  Particulars of any liability of a contingent nature.
h)  Amount of deduction inadmissible in terms of section 14(A) in respect of 

expenditure in relation to income which does not form part of total income.
i)  Amount inadmissible under the proviso to section 36(I) (iii).

 XYZ Ltd. pays `90000 for its 6 employees to a Hotel as 
boarding and lodging expenses of such employees for a 
conference. The Company pays the amount in cash to the 
Hotel. The Hotel gives 6 bills each amounting to `15000. The 
Company contends that each bill is within the limit, so there 
is no violation of the provisions of the Income tax Act, 1961. 
As the tax auditor, how would you deal with the matter in 
your tax audit report for the Assessment Year 2021-22?(N-14) 
Hint: See clause '21'

NOTE: No deduction is allowable U/S 33AC 
from AY 18-19

This symbol 
refers to all the 
amendmends 

applicable from May-20 
and onwards

Clause 
14

a)  Method of valuation of 
closing stock employed 
in P.Y.

b)  Details of deviation if 
any from the method 
of valuation prescribed 
u/s 145A, and the effect 
thereof on the P&L, 
please furnish.

ICDS PAGE 89

FORM - 3CD

1:  Name of the assessee.
2:   Address. 
3:  PAN 
4:  Whether the assessee is liable 

to pay indirect tax if yes, please 
furnish the registration no. any 
other identification number 
allotted for the same.

5:  Status.
6:  Previous year.
7:  Assessment year.
8:  Indicate the relevant clause 

of section 44AB under which 
audit has been conducted.

8(A) :  State whether the assessee has opted for taxation  
under any of the sections 115BA, 115BAA and 115BAB.

Note: -Above sections are applicable to the company assesses 
only. The reply to the above clause can either be 
a “yes” or “no”.
• If Answer is No: - If the assessee has not opted for any 

concessional rates as provided under the sections , then, 
the tax auditor is not required to take any further steps 
and no further audit procedure is required to be followed. 
The answer to such question as per the clause in such case 
can be given as “No” only.

• If Answer is Yes : -However, if the assessee informs that it 
has opted for the confessional rate of taxation as per the 
provisions  of the Act, then the audit approach is required 
to be modified.

Update 2021

Q.7 As an auditor of a partnership firm under section 44AB of the Income tax Act, 1961, 
how would you report on the following: (i) Capital expenditure incurred for scientific 
research assets (ii) Expenditure incurred at clubs. (N-12)(N-11) Hint: See clause ‘19 & 21’
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Q.8 ABC Pvt. Ltd. and XYZ Pvt. Ltd. are the Companies in which public are not substantially interested.During the previous 
year 2020-21, ABC Pvt. Ltd. received some property being shares of XYZ Pvt. Ltd. The details of which are provided below: 
(a) No. of Shares = 1000 (b) Face Value = ` 10 per share (c) Aggregate Fair Market Value = ` 1,00,000 (d) Consideration 
Value =Nil As the tax auditor how would you deal with the situation? (M-16)(MTP-N-18)-Hint: See clause ‘28 & 29B’

Q.9 You are appointed as tax auditor of Mr. X, a practicing advocate in Agra. During the previous year he collected Service Tax of ̀ 7 lakhs but utilized for personal use. The Commissioner of Central Excise issued a show cause notice to him why the tax collected by him is not deposited to the Government account. He appeared 
before the Commissioner and stated his inability to pay the sum due to financial crisis. The proceedings are still pending. Mr. X requests you not to disclose his Service Tax registration details while filling particulars to be furnished in Form No. 3CD. As a tax auditor how would you deal with this (M-16) - Hint: See clause ‘4’

AUDIT UNDER FISCAL LAWS - TAX AUDIT

Clause 
26

Clause 
28

Clause 
27

Clause 
30

Clause 
30 A

Clause 
30 C

Clause 29,
29 A & 29 B

In respect of any sum referred to in clause (a),(b),(c),(d),(e), (f) 
or (g) of section 43B the liability for which –
A.  Pre-existed on the first day of previous year but was not 

allowed in the assessment of any preceding P.Y. and was– 
a. Paid during the year.
b. Not paid during the P.Y.

B.  Was incurred in the P.Y. and was –  
a.  Paid on or before the due date for furnishing the return 

of the income of the P.Y. u/s 139(I). 
b  Not paid on or before the aforesaid date. (State 

whether, Sales Tax, Custom Duty, Excise Duty or any 
other Indirect Taxes, Levy, Cess, Impost etc. is passed 
through the P&L)

•  Whether during the P.Y. the assessee has 
received any property, being share of a 
company not being a company in which 
the public are substantially interested, 
without consideration or for inadequate 
consideration as referred to in section 56(2) 
(viia), if yes, please furnish the details of 
the same. Section 56(2) (viia) provides 
that where a firm or a company not being a 
company (in which public is not substantially 
interested) 

•  W/o consideration FV > 50,000/-
•  Consideration < FMV by an amount 

exceeding ` 50,000
The aggregate FMV by exceeding ` 50,000/- 
such consideration is chargeable to IT under 
other sources.

a.  Amount of CENVAT/GST credit 
availed for or utilised during 
the P.Y. and its treatment in 
the P&L a/c and treatment of 
o/s CENVAT/GST credit in the 
accounts.

 The tax auditor shall maintain 
following info  in his working 
paper – 
i.  Opening balance of CENVAT/

GST availed / utilised.
ii.  Closing / o/s balance.
iii. Treatment in P&L a/c.

b.  Particular of I/E of prior period 
credited or debited to  P&L a/c

•   Details of any amount 
borrowed on HUNDI or 
any amount due thereon 
excluding interest on the 
amount borrowed / repaid, 
otherwise than through an 
account payee cheque.

•   The tax auditor should obtain 
complete list of borrowings 
and repayments of HUNDI 
loan otherwise than a/c payee 
cheque

Whether primary adjustment to transfer price, 
as referred to section 92CE (1), has been made 
during the previous year? 
If yes, please furnish the following details:
(i)  Under which clause of sub-section (1) of 

section 92CE primary adjustment is made?
(ii)  Amount (in `) of primary adjustment:
(iii)  Whether the excess money available with 

the associated enterprise is required to be 
repatriated to India as per the provisions of 
sub-section (2) of section 92CE?

(iv)  If yes, whether the excess money has been 
repatriated within the prescribed time

(v)  If no, the amount (in `) of imputed interest 
income on such excess money which has 
not been repatriated within the prescribed 
time:

Update 2021
Whether the assessee has entered 
into an impermissible avoidance 
arrangement, as referred to in 
section 96, during the previuos 
year? If yes, please specify:

(i)  Nature of impermissible 
avoidance arrangement:

(ii)  Amount (in ` ) of tax benefit 
in the previous year arising, in 
aggregate, to all the parties to 
the arrangement

•  Whether during the P.Y. the assessee 
received any consideration for issue 
of shares which exceeds the FMV as 
referred to in section 56(2) (viib) if 
yes, furnish details.

 Sec. 56(2) (viib) provides that where 
a company, not being a company 
in which public are substantially 
interested, receives in any P.Y. 
from any person being a resident, 
any consideration for issue of 
such shares exceeds the FMV of 
the shares shall be chargeable to 
Income tax under other sources.

•   Clause not applicable where the 
consideration is received by –
i.  Venture capital undertaking from 

venture capital fund / company.
ii.  Company or classes of persons 

CG may  notify.

In  case of an immovable property, 
where the stamp duty value exceeds the 
consideration by less than the higher of 
(i) ` 50,000 or 
(ii) 5% of the consideration, the difference 
is not chargeable to tax. 
Therefore, for any immovable property, 
where the stamp duty value is up to 105% 
of the sale consideration, no addition can 
be made under section 56(2)(x).   

Sum payable to Indian railways for use of assets to 
be reported :
• any sum payable by the assessee to the Indian         

Railways for the use of railway assets can be 
claimed only on payment

• Not services like freight, etc

Note : Section 56(2) (viia) is applicable 
on or after the 1/6/2010 but before 
1/4/17-hence not relevant for exam.

Note : Applied on amount 
or asset received after 1/4/17 

effective from AY 18-19 

Advance received on capital asset 
forfeited to be reported tax auditor is 
required to report the nature of such 
income and the amount involved

29 A

29 B

 Note : Reporting under 
Clause 30C has been kept in 
abeyance till 31 March 2021

• As per Section 94B(1) 
of the Act, if an Indian 
Company or a Perma-
nent establishment of 
a foreign company in 
India 

• interest or of similar 
nature exceeding one 
crore rupees which is 
deductible 

• in respect of any debt 
issued by a  
non-resident, being an 
associated enterprise of 
such borrower, 

• the interest shall not 
be deductible > 30% of 
EBITDA. 

Clause 
30 B

Whether the assessee has incurred 
expenditure during the previos year by way 
of interest or of similar nature exceeding one 
crore rupees as referred to in section 94B (1)? 
If yes, please furnish the following details:
(i)  Amount (in `) of expenditure by way of 

interest or of similar nature incurred:
(ii)  Earnings before interest, tax, depreciation 

and amortization (EBITDA) during the 
previous year (in `)

(iii)  Amount (in `) of expenditure by way 
interest or of similar nature as per (i) 
above which exceeds 30% of EBITDA 

(iv)  Details of interest expenditure brought 
forward as per section 94B (4)

(v) Details of interest expenditure carried 
forward as per section 94B (4)

29

FORM - 3CD

Clause 29B
Related Example

Example 1: Company has 
received an advance for 
capital asset and the same 
is outstanding for 5 years 
and expected to remain 
outstanding as at 31 March 
2021. What would be tax 
auditor reporting  
responsibility?
Answer: The requirement 
of reporting arises only on 
forfeiture of such amount. 
If an advance has been 
received and has been  
outstanding for a  
considerable period of time, 
there is no 
requirement to report such 
amount unless and until it 
is forfeited by an act of t he 
assessee under clause 29A.

Example 2: If an  
assessee has forfeited 
the amount without 
right of forfeiture as per 
agreement, then can it 
become income under 
section 56(2)(ix) and 
reportable under clause 
29A?
Answer: If the assessee 
has forfeited the amount 
without right to forfeit 
and in case there is no 
action by the other 
party, the amount so 
forfeited may become 
income under sub clause 
(ix) and the tax auditor 
should report such for-
feiture with appropriate 
note under clause 29A. 

Example 3: If an assessee 
has not forfeited the amount 
even though the conditions 
of forfeiture is applicable as 
per contractual terms, will it 
become income under section 
56(2)(ix) and reportable under 
clause 29A?
Answer: If the assessee  
contends that the amount has 
not been forfeited, the tax  
auditor needs to look at all facts 
of the case and may obtain a 
management representation 
that even though the contract 
permits forfeiture on some  
conditions and even though 
such conditions have occurred, 
the assessee has not yet 
forfeited the advance and other 
sums received.

Clause 
30 B

1.  The third-party lender and the 
associated enterprise of the Indian 
borrower both are non-resident, 
reporting under clause 30B is ap-
plicable. 

2.  The third-party lender is a  
non-resident but the 
associated enterprise of the Indian 
borrower is resident of India, 
reporting under clause 30B is 
applicable, even if the associated 
enterprise is resident, since the 
lender is a non-resident. 

3.  The lender and the associated 
enterprise of the Indian borrower 
both are Indian residents,  
reporting under clause 30B is not  
applicable.

Related Exmple
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Q.10 Tiger Ltd., is a company engaged in the production of wool. Along with its production business, it is also engaged in buying and selling of securities with the 
expectation of a favourable price change. During the year, its speculation loss on account of purchase and sale of securities was to the tune of `12 lakhs. As a tax 
auditor, what is the reporting requirement in Form 3 CD under Section 44 AB of the Income tax Act, 1961 ?(M-18-Old) - Hint : See clause ‘(32)(e)’

Q.10A The provisions of Sec. 269SS of Income Tax Acts 
1961 are not applicable to some organisations. Mention 
those organisations. (Jan-21-Old)

(bc) Particulars of each payment made in an amount 
exceeding the limit specified in section 269ST, in 
aggregate to a person in a day or in respect of a single 
transaction or in respect of transactions relating to one 
event or occasion to a person, otherwise than by a 
cheque or bank draft or use of electronic clearing system 
through a bank account during the previous year:-
(i)  Name, address and Permanent Account Number (if 

available with the assessee) of the payee;
(ii)  Nature of transaction;
(iii)  Amount of payment (in `);
(iv)  Date of payment;

(bd) Particulars of each payment in an amount 
exceeding the limit specified in section 269ST, in 
aggregate to a person in a day or in respect of a single 
transaction or in respect of transactions relating to one 
event or occasion to a person, made by a cheque or 
bank draft, not being an account payee cheque or an 
account payee bank draft, during the previous year:—
(i)  Name, address and Permanent Account Number (if 

available with the assessee) of the payee;
(ii)  Amount of payment (in `);

AUDIT UNDER FISCAL LAWS - TAX AUDIT

Clause 
31 (a)

Clause 
31 (c)

Clause 
31 (d)

Clause 
31 (e)

Clause 
34

Clause 
31 (b)

Particulars of each loan or deposit in an amount 
exceeding the limit specified in sec. 269SS taken or 
accepted during P.Y. –
i.  Name, Address and PAN (if available with the 

assessee) of the lender or depositor; 
ii.  Amount of loan or deposit taken or accepted; 
iii.  Whether the loan or deposit was squared up during 

the previous year; 
iv.  Maximum amount outstanding in the account at 

any time during the previous year; 
v.  Whether the loan o deposit was taken or accepted 

by cheque or bank draft or use of electronic 
clearing system through a bank account;

vi.  In case the loan or deposit was taken or accepted 
by cheque or bank draft, whether the same was 
taken or accepted by an account payee cheque or 
an account payee bank draft.

*(These particulars need not be given in the case 
of a Government Company, a banking company 
or a corporation established by a Central, State or 
Provincial Act.) 

Particulars of each repayment of loan 
or deposit or any specified advance 
in an amount exceeding  the limit 
specified in section 269T made during 
the previous year: 
i.  Name, address and PAN (if available 

with the assessee) of the payee; 
ii.  Amount of repayment;
iii.  Maximum amount outstanding in 

the account at any time during the 
previous year; 

iv.  Whether the repayment was made 
by cheque or bank draft or use of 
electronic clearing system through a 
bank account;

v.  In case the repayment was made 
by cheque or bank draft, whether 
the same was taken or accepted 
by an account payee cheque or an 
account payee bank draft. 

Particulars of repayment of loan or 
deposit or any specified advance 
in an amount exceeding the limit 
specified in section 269T received 
otherwise than by a cheque or bank 
draft or use of electronic clearing 
system through a bank account 
during the previous year: -
i.  Name, address and PAN (if 

available with the assessee) 
of the lender, or depositor or 
person from whom specified 
advance is received;

ii.  Amount of loan or deposit or 
any specified advance is received 
otherwise than by a cheque or 
bank draft or use of electronic 
clearing system through a bank 
account during the previous year.

Particulars of repayment of loan or deposit or 
any specified  advance in an amount exceeding 
the limit specified in section 269T received by a 
cheque or a bank draft which is not an account 
payee cheque or account payee bank draft dur-
ing the previous year: -
i.  Name, address and PAN (if available with 

the assessee) of the lender, or depositor 
or person from whom specified advance is 
received;

ii.  Amount of loan or deposit or any specified 
advance received by a cheque or a bank draft 
which is not an account payee cheque or 
account payee bank draft during the previous 
year.

(Particulars at (c), (d) and (e) need not be given 
in the case of a repayment of any loan or depos-
it or any specified advance taken or accepted 
from the Government, Government company, 
banking company or a corporation established 
by  the  Central, State or Provincial Act).  

Clause 
32

Clause 
33

Non 
Applicability

a.  Details of brought forward loss or depreciation 
allowance, to the extent available. 

 The above B/F losses/allowance, not allowed u/s 
115BAA, are to be listed out AY wise and section wise as 
per the return  are to be reported under this clause.

b.  Whether a change in share holding of the company has 
taken place in the P.Y. due to which the losses incurred 
prior to the P.Y. cannot be allowed to be carried forward 
in terms of sec. 79.

 c.  Whether the assessee has incurred only speculation loss 
referred to in sec. 73 during the P.Y., if yes, furnish details. 

d.  Whether the assessee has incurred any losses referred to 
in sec. 73A in respect of any specified business during the 
P.Y., if yes, furnish details.

e.  In case of a company, please state that whether the 
company is deemed to be carrying on a speculation 
business as referred to in sec. 73, if yes, furnish details as 
speculation loss.

Section -wise details 
of deduction, if any, 
admissible under chapter 
VI-A or chapter III (sec. 
10A / sec. 10AA) Please 
furnish the following 
particulars: 
•   Section under which 

deduction is claimed. 
•  Amounts admissible as 

per the IT Act, 1961 and 
fulfils the conditions, if 
any specified under the 
relevant provision of IT 
Act, 1961.

Provisions of Sec. 269SS of Income 
Tax Acts 1961 are not applicable on 
the following organisation:
(a)  The Government;
(b)  Any banking company, post 

office savings bank or  
co-operative bank;

(c)  Any corporation established by a 
Central, State or Provincial Act;

(d)  Any Government company as 
defined in section 2(45) of the 
Companies Act, 2013 

(e)  Such other institution, 
association or body or class of 
institutions, associations or bodies 
which the Central Government 
may, for reasons to be recorded in 
writing, notify in this behalf in the 
Official Gazette:

(a)  Whether the assessee is required to deduct or collect tax as per provisions of chapter XVII-B or chapter 
XVII-BB if yes, furnish details of -
i.  TAN.    ii.   Section. 
iii.  Nature of payment.   iv.  Total amount of payment / receipt.
v.  Total amount on which tax was required to be deducted / collected. 
vi.  Total amount of tax deducted / collected at specified rate out of (v). 
vii.  Amount of tax deducted / collected out of (vi).
viii.  Total amount on which tax was deducted or collected at less than specified rate out of (vii).  
ix.  Amount of tax deducted or collected on (viii). 
x.  Amount of tax not deposited to the credit of CG out of (vi) and (viii)

(b)  Whether the assessee has furnished the statement of tax deducted or tax collected 
 within prescribed time, if not please furnish details:

i.  TAN.   ii.  Type of from. 
iii.  Due date for furnishing.  iv.  Date of furnishing, if furnished. 
v.  Whether, the statement of TDS / TCS contains information about all transactions required to be 

reported. 
vi.  If not please furnish list of details/tr. which are not reported.

(c)  Whether the assessee is liable to pay interest u/s 201 (IA) or sec. 206C (7) if yes, please furnish:
i. TAN.   ii. Amount of interest u/s 201 (IA) / 206C (7) if payable,
iii. Amount paid out of (ii) along with date of payment.

Particulars of each specified sum in an amount 
exceeding the limit specified in section 269SS taken 
or accepted during the previous year: -
i.  Name, address and PAN (if available with 

the assessee) of person from whom specified 
sum is received; 

ii.  Amount of specified sum taken or accepted;
iii.  Whether the specified sum was taken or 

accepted by cheque or bank draft or use of 
electronic clearing system through a bank 
account; 

iv.  In case the specified sum was taken or 
accepted by cheque or bank draft, whether 
same was taken or accepted by an account 
payee cheque or an account payee bank 
draft.

(Particulars at (a) and (b) need not be given in 
the case of a government company, a banking 
company or a corporation established by the 
Central, State or Provincial Act.)

(ba) Particulars of each receipt in an amount exceeding the 
limit specified in section 269ST, in aggregate from a person 
in a day or in respect of a single transaction or in respect 
of transactions relating to one event or occasion from a 
person, during theprevious year, where such receipt is 
otherwise than by a cheque or bank draft or use of 
electronic clearing system through a bank account:-
(i)  Name, address and Permanent Account Number (if 

available with the assessee) of the payer;
(ii)  Nature of transaction;
(iii)  Amount of receipt (in ` );
(iv)  Date of receipt;

(bb) Particulars of each receipt in an amount exceeding the 
limit specified in section 269ST, in aggregate from a person 
in a day or in respect of a single transaction or in respect 
of transactions relating to one event or occasion from a 
person, received by a cheque or bank draft, not being an 
account payee cheque or anaccount payee bank draft, 
during the previous year:—
(i)  Name, address and Permanent Account Number (if 

available with the assessee) of the payer;
(ii)  Amount of receipt (in `);

FORM - 3CD

Note: All losses/ allowances not allowed u/s 115BAA 
and Amount as adjusted by withdrawal of additional 
dep. on a/c of opting for taxation u/s 115BAA* is  
required to be filled in for AY 2020-21 only.
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Q.11 ABC Printing Press, a proprietary concern, made a turnover of above `43 lakhs for the year ended 31.03.2021. The Management 
explained its auditor Mr. Z, that it undertakes different job work orders from customers. The raw materials required for every job are 
dissimilar. It purchases the raw materials as per specification/requirements of each customer, and there is hardly any balance of raw 
materials remaining in the stock, except pending work-in-progress at the year end. Because of variety and complexity of materials, it is 
rather impossible to maintain a stock-register. Give your comments. (SM-21)(RTP-M-20)(N-09)- Hint : See clause 35(b) & 11(b)

Q.12 ABC Ltd., is consistently following Accounting Standards as required under section 133 of the Companies Act, 2013. During your tax audit under section 44AB of the Income tax Act, 1961, the Board of Directors informed you that profits of the Company is properly arrived at and the Accounting Standards applicable to it have been followed 
consistently and as such, there need not be any adjustments to be made as per Income Computation and Disclosure Standards notified under section 145 of Income tax Act, 1961. Based on the requirements of Law in this regard, examine the validity of the stand of Management in this regard. (M-18-New) Hint : See point ‘Section 145(2) & Clause 13(d)&(e)’

AUDIT UNDER FISCAL LAWS - TAX AUDIT

Clause 
36

Clause 
37

Clause 
39

Clause 
41

Clause 
38

Clause 
36 A

Clause 
35

a.  In the case of trading concern give quantitative details of 
the principal items of goods traded –
i.  Opening stock. 
ii.  Purchase during the P.Y.
iii.  Sales during the P.Y. 
iv.  Closing stock.
v.  Shortage / excess if any.  The auditor should obtain 

certificates from the assessee in respect of above 
items.

b.  In the case of manufacturing concern, give quantitative 
details of the principal items of raw materials, finished 
goods & by – products 
A. Raw material 
i.   Opening stock.  ii.   Purchase during P.Y. 
iii. Consumption during P.Y. iv.   Sales during P.Y. 
v.   Closing stock.  vi.   Yield of finished products. 
vii. % of yield.   viii. Shortage / excess. 
B. Finished / by-products : 
i.   Opening stock.  ii.    Purchase. 
iii. Qty. manufactured.  iv.   Sales.
v.  Cl. Stock.   vi.   Shortage / excess.

In case of a domestic company, details of tax on 
distributed profits u/s 115-O in the following form:
a. Total amount of distributed profits.
b.  Amount of reduction as referred to in section 

115-O (IA) (i), 
c.  Amount of reduction as referred to in sec.  

115-O (1A) (ii)
d.  Total tax paid thereon
e.  Dates of payment with amounts.

Whether any cost audit was 
carried out, if yes, give the  
details, if any of disqualification 
or disagreement on any matter 
/ item / value / quantity as may 
be reported / identified by the 
cost auditor.

Whether any audit was conducted 
u/s 72A of the Financial Act, 1994 
in relation to valuation of taxable 

services, if yes, give the details if any, 
of disqualification or disagreement 

on any matter / item / value / 
quantity as may be reported / 

identified by the auditor.

Please furnish the details of 
demand raised or refund issued 

tax laws other than IT Act, 
1961, and Wealth Tax Act, 1957, 

along with details, of relevant 
proceedings.

Whether any audit was conducted 
under the Central Excise Act, 1994, 
if yes, give the details if any of  
disqualification or disagreement 
on any matter / item / value/  
quantity as may be reported / 
identified by the auditor.

Whether the assesee has received any amount in the 
nature of dividend as referred to in section 2(22)(e) ? 
If yes, please furnish the following details:
(i)  Amount received (in ` )
(ii)  Date of receipt

Note: Since DDT is not applicable w.e.f. AY 2021-22, 
hence reporting under this required would not be 
relevant

Clause 
42

Clause 
43

Clause 
44

Whether the assessee is required to furnish state-
ment in Form No.61 or Form No.61A or Form 61B?
if submitted, are to be disclosed:
i.  Income-Tax Department Reporting Entity 

Identification No.
ii.  Type of Form.
iii.  Due date for furnishing.
iv.  Date of furnishing, if furnished.
v.  Whether the Form contains information about 

all details/transactions which are required to 
be reported. 

vi.  If not, furnish list of the details/transactions 
which are not reported

Any company liable to reporting 
under section 286 (2) of the Act, 
needs to disclose the following 
information in Form 3CD
i.  Whether report has been 

furnished by the assessee 
or its parent entity or an 
alternate reporting entity?

ii.  Name of parent entity.
iii.  Name of alternate reporting 

entity (if applicable).
iv.  Date of furnishing of report.
The auditor would need to go 
through the CbCR and then 
report under this clause

Break-up of total expenditure of entities 
registered or not registered under the GST
(a) Total amount of expenditure incurred during 

the year
(b) Expenditure in respect of entities 
 registered under GST

(i)  Relating to goods or services exempt from 
GST

(ii)  Relating to entities falling under       
composition scheme

(iii) Relating to other registered entities
 (iv) Total payment to registered entitites

(c) Expenditure relating to entities not  
registered under GST

Clause 
40

Details regarding turnover, gross profit 
etc. for P.Y. and  preceding P.Y. –

S.N. Particulars P.Y. Preced-
ing P.Y.

1 Total turnover of 
the Assessee

- -

2 Gross profit / 
turnover

- -

3 Net profit / 
turnover

- -

4 Stock-in-trade/ 
turnover

- - 

5. Material consumed , 
FG produced

- -

• Section 145 of the Income tax Act, 
1961 deals with the Method of Ac-
counting.

• Under section 145(1), income charge-
able under the heads “Profits and 
gains of business or profession” or 
“Income from other sources” shall be 
computed in accordance with either 
the cash or mercantile system of ac-
counting regularly employed by the 
assessee.

• Further, Section 145(2) empowers the 
Central Government to notify in the 
Official Gazette from time to time, 
income computation and disclosure 
standards to be followed by any  class 
of assessee or in respect of any class of 
income.

• Central Government in exercise of the 
powers conferred under  
section 145(2), notified ten income 
computation and disclosure  
standards (ICDSs) to be followed by 
all assesses (other than an  
individual or a HUF who is not 
required to get his accounts of one 
previous year audited in  
accordance with the provisions of 
section 44AB), following the  
mercantile system of accounting, 

• ICDS to be followed for the purposes  
of computation of income  
chargeable to income-tax under the 
head “Profit and gains of business or 
profession” or “Income from other 
sources”. from the A.Y. 2017-18.

 COMPLIANCE WITH INCOME COMPUTATION AND 
DISCLOSURE STANDARDS (ICDS)

7

• Form 61 (Statement containing  particulars 
of declaration received in Form No. 60)
(No PAN) 

• Form 61A (Statement of Specified                
Financial transactions) 

• Form 61B (Statement of Reportable         
Account under section 285BA (1)of the 
Act)

Country-by-Country Reporting 
(CbCR) as referred to in Section 286

Even expenditure made in pre-GST period to be 
given based on subsequent registration

*Note : Reporting under Clause 44 has 
been kept in abeyance till 31 March 2021

According to section 271B, if any person who is 
required to comply with section 44AB fails to 
get his accounts audited in respect of any year 
or years as required under section 44AB, the 
Assessing Officer may impose a penalty. The 
penalty shall be lower of the following amounts:
(a)  0.5% of the total sales, turnover or gross 

receipts, as the case may be, in business, or 
of the gross receipts in profession, in such 
year or years.

(b)  ` 1,50,000.
However, according to section 273B, no penalty 
shall be imposed if reasonable cause for such 
failure is proved.

Penalty for not getting the accounts 
audited as required u/s 44AB

A.  ICDS I  Accounting Policies.
B.  ICDS II  Valuation of Inventories
C.  ICDS III  Construction Contracts.
D.  ICDS IV  Revenue Recognition.
E.  ICDS V  Tangible Fixed Assets.
F.  ICDS VI The Effects of Changes in  
  Foreign Exchange Rates.
G.  ICDS VII  Government Grants.
H.  ICDS VIII  Securities.
I.  ICDS IX  Borrowing Costs.
J.  ICDS X  Provisions, Contingent   
  Liabilities and Contingent  
  Assets.

LIST OF ICDS

Q.12 ABC Ltd., is consistently following Accounting 
Standards as required under section 133 of  the Com-
panies Act, 2013. During your tax audit under section 
44AB of  the Income tax Act, 1961, the Board of 
Directors informed you that profits of the Company is 
properly arrived at and the Accounting Standards ap-
plicable to it have been followed consistently and as 
such, there need not be any adjustments to be made 
as per Income Computation and Disclosure Standards 
notified under section 145 of Income tax Act, 1961. 
Based on the requirements of Law in this  regard, 
examine the validity of  the stand of  Management in 
this regard. (M-18 New) Hint : See point ‘7’ 

FORM - 3CD
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AUDIT UNDER FISCAL LAWS - TAX AUDIT

Clause (1) - Name
• Existing assessee -  Name given in return & 

same as PAN (old as well as new assessee)
• Proprietorship/Partnership firm - Name 

and style, proprietor name
• Company - Registered name

Clause (2) - Address 
• Ask from the assessee- Address same as 

communicated to ITD
• HUF assessee- HUF assessed and not that 

of the Karta
• Company assessee- Both assessed &  reg-

istered address if different (also    mention 
branch/unit)

Clause (3) - PAN 
• Obtain pan/check from pan/keep copy of 

pan

Clause (4) - IDT Registration 
• Ask the assessee
• Scrutinize the books of account to check
• Obtain assessee’s representation
• Obtain copy of registration  certificates
• Qualification/observation – if liable but 

not registered

Clause (5) - Status 
• Check residential status of the assessee
• Proprietorship concern - Quoted as indi-

vidual

Clause (6) & (7) - PY & AY
• For AY 2019-20, PY is 2018-19.  

Not  confused with accounting year

Clause (8) Relevant clause - 44AB  
• Ascertain the relevant clause of  sec-

tion 44AB applicable to the assessee and 
indicate

Clause (8A) (Update-2021)
• Check whether the assesse is a company.  
• If yes, whether the company has opted 

for taxation regime under section 115BA/ 
115BAA/ 115BAB and report accordingly? 

• If yes, whether the copy of Form 10-IB / 
10-IC /10-ID filed online has been obtained 
from the assessee?

• Enquire whether it is partnership 
firm or LLP or AOP.

• Obtain a schedule indicating the 
name of partners/members and 
their PSR.

• Obtain original copy of the part-
nership deed/LLP agreement – 
Name/PSR/take copy.

• Enquire about any change in the 
partners/members or their PSR, 
check revised deed.

• If there is any change in the con-
stitution of firm/AOP, find out the 
change and report. 

• Check the retirement deed/
amendment deed/admission 
deed to ascertain any change

• Obtain management representa-
tion that there is no change & if 
any adequately disclosed.

• Check that the BoA have been main-
tained as required by law.

• Obtain a certified schedule indicating 
the list of BOA maintained. 

• Obtain details as to place where books 
are maintained.

• Enquire whether books are main-
tained on a computer system. If yes, 
obtain a list of books generated.

• Also obtain details in respect of finan-
cial books and other relevant books 
and records.

• Indicate all the books and other docu-
ments examined.

• Ask whether any capital asset converted into  
stock-in-trade of the business during the PY.

• Details of capital assets converted into stock in 
trade during the year are to be given.

• Check whether he has converted any capital asset 
into stock-in-trade during the year under audit.

• If yes, obtain nature, date and cost of acquisition 
and the amount of such capital asset converted.

• Ensure he does not claim any such 
expenditure u/s 30 to 38 except the 
salary and interest to partners in 
case of a firm. 

• Ensure WDV of any asset used for 
business is correctly determined.

• Go through the P&L and check 
whether there is any revenue from 
any business which is assessable on 
presumptive basis.

• Go through the past assessment 
records to find out the basis at which 
such income was assessed in the 
past.

• Qualify the report if there is includ-
ed any turnover from such business 
in the gross turnover. 

Audit Check List - Clause 1 to 8

Form No. 3CD Part -A   Form No. 3CD Part -B

Clause 9(a) & (b) 
Partnership/AOP

Clause 11(a) & (c) 
Book of accounts

Clause 15 – Capital asset converted into stock

Clause 13 (a) to (f)

Clause 12
Presumptive Basis

A B

• Ensure details of every type of 
business given. 

• In case >1 business or profession 
then the nature of every such 
B&P.

• Change from one line of business 
to another & +/- of line of busi-
ness should be treated as change.

• Go through the FS and other 
related docs to ascertain any 
change.

• Pay attention to any business 
activity started/discontinued 
by the assessee. If there is any 
change, state the particulars 
thereof. Say an assessee is a 
retail trader and started a petrol 
pump, then state here.

• Obtain representation from the 
management regarding this point

Clause 10(a) & (b)
Nature of Business/Profession

(a) Method of accounting
• Review the accounting policy followed & basis adopted for accounting. 
• Ensure method employed is mercantile or cash because hybrid system not 

permissible 
• Obtain a management representation as to the method of accounting   

followed.
• Pay particular attention to the method employed to account for the   

following incomes:- Interest on fixed deposits, insurance expenses and claims; 
export incentives; tax refunds etc.

(b) and 13(c)-Change in Method
• Enquire whether there has been any change in the method of accounting 

employed
• Take a copy of the PY’s FSs to ascertain the method followed in the PY. 
• If it is the first year of audit then obtain a management representation. 
• If there is any change, ensure that the details of change are appropriately 

disclosed.
• Obtain a management representation from the management regarding to the 

nature of change.
• The reasons for changes in the method of accounting employed 
• Quantify the effect of change in method of accounting on the profit or loss for 

the current year.

(d) Adjustment
• Ensure that the method of accounting employed is in conformity with the AS 

prescribed under section 145.
• If there is any deviation, then quantify the effect and mention the amount so 

quantified in the report.

(e) & (f) – Details & Disclosure
• ICDS is not meant for maintenance of BoA or preparation of FS. 
• Persons are required to maintain BoA and prepare FS as per accounting  

policies applicable to them. 
• The accounting policies mentioned in ICDS-I being fundamental in nature shall 

be applicable.

Clause 14 (a) & (b)

(a) Method of Valuation
• Ascertain the method of valuation of stock employed dur-

ing the PY.
• Where there is change in the basis of determining cost, MV 

or NRV even no change in the method 
• Where there is change in the method of valuation then 

determine effect of such change on profits 
• Ascertain from the management the method adopted by it 

for valuation of closing stock.
• Obtain from the assessee inventory valuation sheet of the 

stock-in-trade giving various details.
• Stock records should be checked for :- Opening balances, 

receipts, issues and closing balances. 
• Inventory valuation sheet should be checked thoroughly – 

for Qty, rates, methods of valuation etc.
• Stock certificate should be obtained in the format as recom-

mended by ICAI.
• If there is any change is the method of valuation – Disclose 

fact and effect.

(b) Deviation in method 
• Review the method of valuation adopted and compares 

with method prescribed under section 145A.
• Ascertain whether the method of valuation is such includes 

tax, duty, cess or fee actually paid or incurred.
• Pay particular attention to the following: duties paid in-

cluded; duties payable held in bond included.
• Check that opening stock /purchase / closing stock of RM 

includes all taxes, duties even they are refundable.
• Is there any deviation in the method of valuation of as per 

section 145A, If yes, then disclose facts & effect

Q.13 As the tax auditor of a Company, how would you report on payments 
exceeding `10,000 made in cash to a supplier against an invoice for expenses 
booked in as earlier year? Hint : See clause ‘21(d)’

 
TAX 

AUDIT

3CD - CHECKLIST

Q.13A  V Pvt Ltd is engaged in the  
business of providing corporate/professional 
training programs. It has an annual turnover 
of INR 69 crores. The company is subject 
to tax audit for which the work has been 
started by the tax auditor. For the financial 
year ending 31 March 2021, the company 
applied for GST registration for 2 new  
locations for which registration certificates 
have not yet been received by the  
company. However, the registration number 
is available on the portal of relevant  
authority which can be verified by checking 
the details of the company. In this case what 
should be the audit procedures to verify this 
registration number? (SM-21)Hint :  
See clause ‘4-3CD Check-list’

Q.14  XYZ Ltd. pays ` 90,000 for its 10 employees to a Hotel as boarding and lodging expenses of such employees for a conference. The Com pany pays the amount in cash to the 
Hotel. The Hotel gives 9 bills each amounting to ` 9,000. The Company contends that each bill is within the limit; so, there is no violation of the provisions of the Income-tax Act, 
1961. As the tax auditor, how would you deal with the matter in your tax audit report for the Assessment Year 2018-19? (Nov. 14)(4 Marks) Hint : See clause ‘21(d)’ 
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AUDIT UNDER FISCAL LAWS - TAX AUDIT
Clause 18 (a) to (f) 

Clause 18(ca & cb)  (Update-2021)

(a) Section 28 Income/Benefit

(b) Refund/Credit/Duty-drawback

(d) Other Income 
• Enquire any income which has not been credited to the P&L a/c. 
• Inquiry will extend to any income, which is chargeable to tax and will not be limited to 

the business/professional income.
• The auditor should check thoroughly the bank account & cash book of the assessee. 
• Pay particular attention to the following incomes, interest on fixed deposit; discounts 

received; etc.

(e) Capital Receipt 
• Capital receipts are not generally credited to P&L a/c hence the auditor should take 

enough care to check.
• Enquire whether the assessee is in receipt of any amount of capital nature during the PY
• Ascertain whether the assessee has received any capital receipts and credited them 

directly to the reserve account.
• Enquire whether the assessee has credited capital receipts to P&L a/c. State the fact and 

the amount involved.
• Check that any such receipt is accounted for in terms of method of accounting followed 

by the assessee..

Clause 16(a) to (e) 

• Obtain particulars of all land or building or both   
transferred during the PY.

• Obtain following details :
(a) Consideration stated in transfer documents
(b) Value adopted or assessed or assessable by any  

authority of a State Government

Clause 17 
Land & Building transferred in less than consideration

• Obtain from the assessee complete details in respect of expenditure  
incurred & claimed.

• Verify the claim of deduction with specific reference to the following—
o The fact that assessee is eligible for deduction;
o That the deduction is correctly computed;
o That the assessee fulfils all the conditions specified. 

• Ensure that amount is properly deposited in the specified account.
• Ensure that amount credited to the reserve account is properly utilised.
• Check the details of expenditure debited or not debited to the P&L a/c 

with evidence.

(a) Bonus or Com-
mission paid to employees 

• Obtain a list of employees 
eligible for bonus or commission for 

services rendered with amounts.
•  Check the basis for calculation of bonus or 

commission for services rendered.
• Obtain a MR that the sum paid to employees 

as bonus etc. was not payable to them as profit 
or dividend.

• Auditor should obtain from the assessee 
particulars of the expenditure incurred on 

bonus paid to employees. 
• Details of commission paid to  

employees should be  
furnished 

(b) Details of con-
tributions received from 

employees 
• Obtain from the assessee a sched-

ule indicating the sum received from 
employees

• Check the correctness of the said state-
ment with vouchers and books of account. 

• Scrutinise the ledger of the employees. 
• Make sure that the amount received -  

deposited to concerned authorities 
within due date. 

Clause 20(a) & (b) 

Clause 19 
Expenditure incurred & claimed

Q.15  You are the Tax auditor of BL & Co., a partnership firm engaged in the business of plying of 
Goods Carriages for the financial year 2018-19 having a turnover of ` 20 crores. How would you 
deal and report on the following:
(i) Payment of ` 50,000 in cash to Mr. R on 10th September, 2018 towards settlement of invoice 
for expenses accounted in financial year 2017-18.
(ii) Payments of 3 invoices of ` 15,000 each made in cash to Mr. Y on 8th, 9th, 10th, July, 2017 
respectively. (N-18(OLD)(4-M)Hint : See clause ‘21(d)’

Q.16 Mr. Sharma carries on the business of dealing and export of diamonds. For the year ended 31st March 2021, you as the tax auditor find that 
the entire exports are to another firm in U.S.A. which is owned by Mr, Sharma brother. Comment. Hint : See clause ‘23 & Sec.40(A)(2)(b)’

3CD - CHECKLIST

Q.17 As a tax auditor how would you deal and report the following: An assessee has paid rent to his brother 
`2,50,000 and paid interest to his sister `4,00,000.(SM-21)(N-11) Hint: See clause ‘23 & Sec.40(A)(2)(b)’
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• Examine whether income/benefit falling 
u/s 28, credited to P&L a/c or not. If not, 
then report the fact.

• Verify from books whether there are 
any receipts falling u/s 28 have not been 
included in TI.

• Ensure that such income has been cor-

rectly computed as per IT act.
• Check whether the assessee has 

obtained any benefit or perquisite u/s 
28(iv).

• Quantify the value of benefit (eg. 
achieving sales targets ) and ensure amt 
credited in P&L, otherwise state the fact.

• Enquire whether there has been ad-
mitted any claim If yes, then obtain a 
schedule indicating details.

• Cross check the details contained in 
the schedule with the claim.

• Note that the item admitted by the 
authorities will mean the item admit-
ted before the closing of accounts.

• Ensure that the accounting of such 

claims is in accordance with the meth-
od of accounting regularly followed.

• Ensure that all the claims admitted 
have been credited to the P&L a/c. Any 
exception should be reported.

• Where cash system of accounting 
is followed then this fact should be 
stated in the report

(c) Escalation Claims  
• This inquiry relevant to the assessees 

engaged in the real estate, construction 
etc.

• Auditor may check some agreements on a 
sample basis 

• Check whether any escalation claims have 

been made by the assessee during the PY 
under audit.

• Obtain a schedule indicating details as to 
escalation claims made by the assessee. 

• If the claims have not been accounted for, 
state the fact and the amount involved

Upd


